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How often in the past we teachers have had thrust upon 
us the narrowest kinds of curriculum, the most outrageously 
unrealistic methodology, the claims for enervating clerical 
duties made by administrators for a public too stingy to 
spend more than the barest minimum on its schools, while it 
lavishes mill ions on its entertainment! We have read the 

Retrospective comments are so often mawkish, at worst, 
self-congratulatory or castigatory at best, that we mean to 
limit the possibility of off~nding you now, at the end of 

) llliches, the Holts, the Silbermans, the Leonards, the whole 

our five years of service as editor of M ~::!_, by limiting our 
comment. If we offend, it will be shorr. 

We can't go off into the shadows of retirement w!thout 
having publicly thanked for t~eir dis 7reet and ~eassur1ng 
services our two associate editors, S1ster_An~re Marthal:r 
and Seymour Yesner. Whatever faults of om1ss1on and com 
mission there were, we were responsible for, not they. Nor 
calt wi fafl to thank you, our patient subscribers, for 
that patience with our sporadic pub I ication_schedules th7se 
last few years. And finally, we wish to hail the new editor, 
Elmer Suderman of Gustavus Adolphus College, and hohpe foflr . • k ME J a rlc re ect1on hini an avalanche of manuscripts to ma e ___ • . • 
of the fndustry and imagination of Minnesota's Engl 1sh teachers. 

Minnesota's English teachers will face some turbu!ence 
in the year to come. We are about to confront three maJor 
influences, as we see it, that will affect the co~duct of 

range of carpers and critics whose criticisms are in truth 
indictments of a society that produces such deficient schools; 
and we have watched how the pointing finger slowly rotated untl I 
its target was the teacher, somehow, someway to be held "account
able" for society's tawdry values. 

We remember our first teaching assignment (on the 
occasion of this last reminiscent editorial comment for~~::!..) 
that took place twenty-eight years ago in the third grade 
of a school in New York City's lower East Side. The school 
building had been condemned as unsafe years before, but 
was still in use. The principal, near retirement, had suc
cumbed to an early senility and was barricaded in her office 
except for occasional mad rushes into the. corridor to whack 
a passing noisy child. Each of the four floors was divided 
into classrooms by movable partitions through which every 
sound could be heard. Each of the classrooms was filled with 
thirty-five or more children, many sitting two to a seat. 
And an increasing number of those children were newly arrived 
from Puerto Rico and neither spoke nor understood English. The 
teachers were defeated. There was nowhere for them to turn our professional life. The first is repre~ented 1n recent 

legislation establishing a Teacher Professional Stand~rds 
l for help. If they had a behavioral objective, it was a very 
- simple one: the children will not try to burn the school down and Certification Commission as an independently appo1~ted 

organization apart from the State Departmen~ of Education,_ 
charged with the initiation and implementation of the require
ments for certification and license renewal for all teachers. 
Although we have recently sensed a more urgent pressure from 

I more than fifty percent of the time. Ecstasy In education? Joy 
t in the schools? For our part, we would 1 ike to see enacted a 

regulation requiring of every educational theorist, before 

the State Department to convert teacher-preparation to the so
called competency-based program approach, with all its att 7n-
dant associations with accountability and observable behavior-
ism the new Commission, whose majority membership is class-
roo~ teachers, may wel 1 sllow down this drive. The MCTE has 
gone on record with a request to the State Department to be 
actively involved in any negotiations that may lead to cha?g~s 
in English teacher preparation, as well as in renewal cert1f1- ', 
cation. Arguing that "there are persistent and pow7rful forces,'· 
in motion to change the nature of the English teaching pr~-. -~ 
fession, and decisions affecting the preparation and c~rt1f1cat 1 
of teachers of English are being made by groups whose 1nte~es~s 
are not those of English language arts subject matter spec1al1sts 
the MCTE has expressed its concern that decisions in t~ese . , 
matters should be made primarily by persons competent 1n subJect\ 
matter disciplines. If professionalism is to 
our time, let it be specific professional ism. 
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be the theme of 

pub] ication, a pre-gestational term of service in a "disadvan
taged school" in the inner city, in the rural countrysid~, In 
the affluent suburbs.·T he only thing that keeps every one of 
our schools from being disadvantaged is the dedication of 
teachers who continue to love and to teach children in spite 
of vii ification, patronization, and humiliation. 

And so along comes the National Assessment, another 
cha I lenge to our equipoise. The State Department of Education 
has established an-Assessment Advisory Council to provide for 
communication between the State Department and parent organiza
tions, and to provide an opportunity for lay and educational 
organizations to make recommendations regarding the processes 
and feasibility of an assessment program. MCTE was not repre
sented on that Council. Accordingly, .at. the $pring Conference. 
acttng ori an tnvttatlon from Or. John Adams, the MCTE Executive 
Committee resolved to appo(nt representatives from all levels 
of English instruction in the State to serve on the Assessment 
Advisory Council. It should reassure us to know that at 
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least some hearing wil 1 be given to those who understand that 

literary appreciation is not as simple to assess as word

recognition, and yet is as important to the aspiration for 

educational fulfillment. 

The third force that will affect our teaching is the 

emphasis on vocational ism with its consequent attention to 

skills. Reading is now at the center, and may be significantly 

improved as a result of the new concentration of attention. 

At a session at the Spring Conference, reported on by Sylvia 

Silliman of John Adams Junior High School in Rochester, the 

case was made for more careful, more structured reading programs 

in the high school, programs that are ungraded and that remove 

the stigma of the "remedial 11 label. The Second Annual Plains 

Regional Reading Conference of IRA will be held this September 

27-29 at the Radisson Hotel in Minneapolis. It has been a 

puzzle to us for a long time that there is not a closer alliance 

between the English teachers 1 professional organization and 

the IRA. Only slightly more than two percent of the 50,000 

elementary and secondary pub! ic school teachers in Minnesota 

holcl any type of reading certificate. Yet, if we assume that 

the certificate represents increased expertness in teaching 

a vital ski! l, and, further, that at least half of the high 

school student's energy in all his classes is involved in 

reading, it seems a woefully small number of specially trained 

English teachers occupy classrooms in which reading skill must 

be specifically developed. 

We don 1 t think we have to fear the ski! ls emphasis. 

We should rather take it as a challenge, go on, worrying about I 
training students in the use of their native language in 

written and spoken composition that was urged upon us primarily 

in the sixties, never forget that we are servants of the litera~ 

art and thus seekers after joy, and keep our sense of humor. 

Do we dare call reading a way of life, the true vocation? 

IO~Ly ~kl%: 
A Selection of the Dormitory Slang 

Used at Carleton College 

Farewell, colleagues. Welcome, colleagues. 
'A NEW EDITION 

1 

! 
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COMPILED BY TIM SULLIVAN 
Carleton College, 

Northfield 
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A 
ace v. to receive a grade of fi upon a test. 

ace n. an almost unbelievably clumsy person, often used 
in the phrase, "Way to go,~-" 

action n. has no meaning until coupled with another noun 
whi7h gi~es it a sense of direction, e.g. l ibe action, 
~ act I on, wench action. 

all-nighter -- n. to spend a whole evening in non-somnic 
·, pursuits, esp. booking; "to pull an ~-nighter." 

The fol lowing report is a compilation of words and phras 7s 
used at Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota. The expressions 
appearing below were collected over a period of eigh~een months, 
from December 1971 to May of 1973. Some of the entries w:re 
edited and revised from earlier Carleton lexicons. The final 
draft of the paper was done as an independent study in the 
history of the American language. 

What is included is basically "an informal non-standard 
vocabulary composed of coinages, arbitrarily changed word 
meanings and extravagant figures of speech.'' The terms w:r: 
chosen from the general Carleton word hoard and more spec1f1cally 
from the slar.~ used at Carleton. However, at this type of resi
dential college, it was difficult to find slang words unique!~ . 
indigenous to Carleton. While I have tried to choose expre~s1ons: 
typical of Carleton, any time idiolects are fused phrases will 
be recognizable outside of their standard frame of usage. Thus 
some words may already be familiar to the reader. 

I have tried to indicate parts of speech where I could. 

apartment -- n. term used to describe various expansive 1 iving 
arrangements on campus. 

arb 

arb 

n. the Carleton arboretum. 

v. to enter the arboretum for non-academic purposes, 
esp. to enjoy nature with a member of the opposite sex. 

arb equipment -- n. 
bag. 

any item used in arbing, esp. a sleeping 

artsy-craftsy -- adj. and n. a person engaged in theatrical 
or artistic pursuits, esp. a person possessing a flair 
or talent for these pursuits. 

artsy-fartsy -- n. any person who carries artsy-craftsiness 
to a foppish extreme. 

artsy-veggie -- n. a person engaged in organic pursuits who 
is a vegetarian type; that is, docile and sensitive Many of the entries are, however, multitalented and can serve 

as noun, verb or adjective depending on the tone of voice and \ persons referred to by this term need not actually be 
, vegetarians. See veggie. 

phrase construction. 
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ass n. esp. horse's ass -- a stubborn fool a plain dumb 
bastard; "there are more horse's~ ~han horses." 

1asshole, flaming -- n. a person deriving existence and pleasure 
:, from frivolous behavior. See flamer. 

1

assistant -- n. shortened form of Assistant to the Dean of 
Students; person occupying this position is usually 
a young college graduate who serves as a combination 
ombudsman and shit-kicker for the Administration. 

~sterisk -- n. a typewriter mark found on one's diploma 
signifying failure to complete the college's physical 
education requirement. 
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B 
bag -- v. to have intercourse; 

to be intoxicated to great lengths; 
to spoof, "Are you bagging my ass?" 

balls, to have -- v. to be extraordinarily courageous. 

bear, kissy-face huggy -- v. to engage in harmless sexual 
re lat ions. 

beerball -- n. softbal 1 played while imbibing; games are often 
played between academic departments to test both diamond 
skil 1 and consumptive prowess. 

'bery -- n. .'Hue speak for the Carleton Library. 

bip -- v. to apply body engl ish to~-

bi rd, to flip the -- v. an expression of either salutation 
or disgust, indicated by raising the second finger 
from a fist. 

bite v. to fall to the dust in failure. 

v. to cause consternation, "that really bites." 

bladder, biggest or bladder of the year -- n. the competitor 
in the marathon Rottblatt game (a game In which one 
inning of Rottblatt softball is played for each of 
Carleton's commencements) who longest postpones urin
ation. See Rottblatt or '~· 

'Blatt -- n. the Marvin Rottblatt (a Carleton grad. who once 
played professional baseball) Softball League, a group 
of teams composed of upperclassmen who play an. aberrant 
form of softbal 1. 

'Blatt talk n. descriptive language derived from Rottblatt 
conversations, e.g. THTH -- too hot to handle. 

blitzed -- adj. to be very drunk. 

blitzed, to get -- v. to have an exam beat you. 

blow -- v. to completely allow good fortune to slip from one's 
grasp; to choke or bite. 

-- v. to exit, e.g. "let's blow this popsicle stand." 
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Bob, golly gee Buffalo -- exclamation of patronizing astonish
ment. 

book -- v. to acquire knowledge through the perusal of printed 
academic material. 

-- v. to do anything resembling schoolwork, e.g. to read. 

booker n. a person who studies obsessively for the purpose 
of receiving good grades. 

boppers -- n. 'Hue speak for teeny-boppers, esp. any group 
of people who enjoys the music of the Osmonds. 

~ boot -- v. to vomit. 

boot, to get the -- v. to be expelled from a class or from 
the college. 

bozoette -- n. a fem~le who chases jocks, esp. an underclass
woman. 

buckets 

bu 11 

n. basketball. 

v. to intentionally fabricate or flatulently enlarge 
academic responses, esp. on papers and tests (bullshit). 

-- n. the product of such fabrications or enlargements. 

bunny piss -- n. 3.2% beer. 

burgers, to cruise for -- v. to meander away time. 

C 
' lcarl -- n. a student of Carleton College or a graduate of 
[ the same institution; a non-Ole, a non-townie. 

l'cept -- n. 'Hue speak for a concept, e.g. Turner thesis, 
I feuda 1 ism. 
' I , choke -- v. to crack under pressure. See blow. 

cits, the -- n. Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

climb, wall -- v. to literally (in Musser Hall) or figurac. 
tively propel one's self up a wall, esp. to release 
pentup frustration and physical energy, most common 
during winter term. 
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clunkers, funky -- n. a iariety of red-soled saddle shoes. 

computer date night -- n. a vanished tradition of matching 
compatible male and female earls. 

comps n. comprehensive examinations. 

Co-op n. the social organization dedicated to amusing 
the inmates of Carleton; it provides movies, concerts 
and dances. 

cranial-anal insertion -- n. head-in-ass syndrome, a condition 
resulting in impaired vision and judgement. 

crank -- A. a penis, usually used as a term of disparagement 
or disbelief, e.g. 11Ah, bite my crank." 

crash and burn, to -- v. to fal 1 prey to an unresponsive cold
hearted female. 

cunt struck -- n. a low form of love, usually dlsprizedi by 
a male for a female; it renders the male rationally 
inoperable. 

currency, common n. standard procedure, a common occurrence 

cutlets, dreaded weasel -- n. 
Service protein dishes, 
See~. mystery. 

any of a variety of Saga Food 
esp. their breaded veal cutlets. 

D 
damn straight -- an intensive form of "that is correct." 

dialogue -- n. a sarcastic term for a meaningful conversation. 

di eked, to get n. intercourse from the female point of view:. 

dickt -- v. to have gotten the shaft in the guise of any 
misfortune. 

distro -- n. abbr. for distribution requirements, the compul
sory dispersal of students in varrous academic discip-
1 i nes. 

dog -- n. a real rover, an ugly female. 

down the river, to go -- v. an expression indicating problems 
that threaten to break a student, esp. mentally. 
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dump on -- v. to deride a fellow student, usually vocally, 
"to give a person shit." 

eat my shorts -- v. a 
indicating that 
pleasing to the 

eat the big one v. 

E 
phrase of deprecation and/or displeasure 
the provoking phrase or action is not 
1 i stener, syn·. to gobb 1 e ~. bite me. 

an insult for all seasons. 

F 
) fa 11 over -- v. to drop out of sight, to disintegrate, to be 

quickly drunk. 

fatuous blather -- n. any worthless statement, esp. adminis
trative drivel. 

fire, fire-up -- v. to rally a group or just one's self to an 
enjoyable task, e.g. 111 Zer, could you fire for a 'za?" 

flag -- v. to fail miserably. 

flame -- v. to idle hours away, esp. in raucous or frivolous 
endeavors; merry prankstering, e.g. water fighting. 

flash -- v. to vomit, usually preceded by excessive consump
tion of intoxicants. 

fl i c, Co-op n. the weekend movie in Olin Science Hall. 

fl ic, townie -- n. the film shown at the Grand Theatre in 
Northfield. 

fox, a real -- n. an attractive girl. 

fox v. to outwit. 

v. to charm, e.g. "she's really got him foxed." 

froot -- adj. contraction of far out. 

fuck -- a versatile word for either despair or exultation; 
it rarely means to have intercourse. See shit. 

11 



fuckoff -- n. a lazy person, usually a pejorative term. 

fuck off -- v. leave me alone. 

fuckstick -- n. an ineffectual person; a character of 
flaming!¥ frivolous bearing. 

fucked-up -- adj. a state of being without stable mental 
foundation, esp. to be under the influence of mind 

altering substances. 

G 
gangbusters, real -- n. a pulchritudinous young woman. 

good -- adj. a term for favorable but not excellent appearance 
esp. used in comparisons, e.g. "a good but not a ' 

great." 

'gl i sh n. English, 'Hue speak. 

grad recs (wrecks) -- n. the Graduate Records Examinations, 
the equivalent of big league S.A.T.s. 

grovel v. to act as if in a drunken stupor; 

v. to make semi-love, i.e. without intercourse. 

gummer -- n. a geriatric bummer. 

guts-balls -- n. to possess an unusual measure of intestinal 

fortitude. 

H 
hammer v. to demo! ish or be demolished with fervor. 

handle v. to dispatch a nasty or difficult situation before 
it becomes damaging, to take of something in a stud]~ 

manner. See stud. 

hill -- n. a pile of unknown material upon which St. Olaf 
college reclines; St. Olaf College. See Ole. 
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hit -- v. to approach intently, e.g. "to hit the •~." 

honey, a real hot -- n. a girl of outstanding physical or 
loose moral endowment. 

hooters, 1 ittle cupcake -- n. smal 1 breasts, as opposed to 
bit bazongas, which are large breasts. 

horny -- adj. a rising of natural juices producing a great 
craving for companionship of the opposite sex; lustful; 
applies to both sexes, e.g. "Girls get just as horn¥ 
as guys." 

'Hue speak -- n. a method of speaking using only final syl
lables, e.g. "'Zer, could you fire for a 'za?" which 
means: "Jim Ginzer, would you 1 ike to assist in pur
chasing and partaking of"a pizza?" See fire. 

hum -- v. a verb which indiscriminately implies action, e.g. 
one can hum (get) a~• or hum (throw) a baseball. 

hummer -- n. thing, an unspecified object. 

J 
jock -- n. any male person wb.o owns a patr of athleti:c-type 

shoes, e.g. tennis shoes, more speciffcally a person 
who exerts physical effort, esp. in the attempt to 
win an athletic contest. 

n. when coupled with an adjective, jock indicates a 
focus or facility in someone's life, e.g. English 
jock, Twinkles (Astronomy) jock. 

jockette -- n. a female jock. 

K 
'key -- n. 'Hue speak for hockey. 
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L 
laval iers -- n. a pair of well developed mammary glands. 

Jibe -- n. abbr. of library, esp. the Carleton library. 

M 
mams, little big -- n. a small girl with big tits. 

a Suff •1x attached to inanimate objects to -monster -- n. 
denote something that thwarted or hindered one, e.g. 
treemonster. 

moon -- v. the act of lowering one's trousers and .!:!_-trou to 
display one's naked ass. 

mung -- n. anything disgusting and/or repulsive. 

muni -- n. the Northfield Municipal Liquor Store. 

muni-run -- n. a term applying to the aforementioned store, 
esp. to the purchase of intoxicating beverages for 
consumption. 

mystery meat -- n. any unidentifiable protein dish. 

N 
'nads -- n. 'Hue speak for gonads, actually any vital area. 

nail 

'ner 

'nis 

v. to have intercourse from a male perspective. 

n. dinner. 

n. tennis. 

no shit a phrase signifying: are you telling me the 
unadulterated truth? 
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n. sex. 

nord i c any blue-eyed blonde, esp. an Ole. 

0 
Ole -- n. a student of St:Ol~f College. 

p 
piggypo~e -- v. to have anal intercourse. 

pimp -- v. to disappoint or thwart. 

pimp· job n. to have gotten the shaft. 

pinch of pupshit, a~n•t nothin' in this world worth a'' -- an 
archaic ·expresston mean,tng 111 'm depressed." 

pins -- n. pinball, e.g. "Pins?" meaning: "Anybody want to 
play pinball?" 

pisser, a real -- a phrase meaning a dtfficult task, esp. a 
tough class or test. 

piss off, to -- v. to anger or frustrate. 

pissed off -- adj. to be angry or frustrated. 

pit n. a dark study room, a dungeon of academia. 

v. to study intensely. 

'pong -- n. ping-pong. 

iwpsicle stand -- n. any location, esp. one that has become 
boring. See blow. 

p,w. adj. penis whipped, to be infatuated with a male. 

adj. pussy whipped, to be infatuated with a female. 
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Q 
quickie -- n. a five week course or a ten minute session 

of 1 ovemak i ng. 

R 
real -- adj. a pejorative term, usually implying ineptness. 

real down home -- adj. something which is both pleasing and 

rustic, i.e. not sophisticated. 

real world -- n. anything off the Carleton campus. 

ream -- v. to achieve resounding results. 

reamed, to get -- v. to be destroyed, usually to do very 

poorly on a test. 

'rents --n. 'Hue speak for parents. 

'ries -- n. ·•Hue speak for memories, literally to recall 

the good old days of high school, esp. by poring over 

old high school yearbooks. 

right or You're right, you fox -- a gentle cut appropriate 

whenever a friend is belaboring the obvious. 

ringer -- n. an illegal noneligible participant, usually 

a superior athlete or student who competes in a less 

difficult bracket or course. 

rocks hauled, to get your -- a phrase meaning to establish 

a relationship in which sex plays an important role. 

rocks off, to get your -- a phrase meaning to have sexual 

intercourse. 

rube --n. a schlump, a loser, a chumpola. Someone who 

asks, "What is a Buckhorn?" (Buckhorn is a brand of 

cheap beer.) 
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s 
shaft, to get the -- a phrase meaning to be treated cruelly 

by fate. 

sheey it 

shit 

an all purpose intensive. 

n. can mean just about anything from feces to food 

to drugs. 

shit-faced -- adj. to have consumed an alcoholic beverage 

to such excess that the consumer's facial muscles 

become lax and numb; to wear a shit-eating smile. 

shoot-down -- v. to reject sexual advances. 

shove it -- an interjection urging that a recent suggestion 

be handled rectal-insertively. 

slip the fang -- v. to bal I, i.e. to have intercourse. 

straight arrow -- n. anyone who be! ieves in adherence to 

rules of taste and college regulations, usually 

does not smoke, drink or engage in Illicit activities. 

streak -- v. to run naked, esp. on the night of the first 

snowfal I. 

stud -- n. a paradigm male: "I may not be much of a cowboy, 

but I'm one hell of a _stuci"; adj. studly. 

T 
'tion -- n. distinction, more specifically to graduate with 

honors in one's major field of study. 

1 toonl n. a martini. 

townie n. an inhabitant of Northfield, Minnesota. 

toys in the attic -- adj. addle brained. 

train, to pull a -- a phrase meaning to have intercourse with 

m~re than one person consecutively. 

tay -- V. to ride a tray down a snow-covered hill. 
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d to lower one's pants and undergarment. trou, to rop -- v. 
See~• 

b f t ·1on Cf. Latin "ago.'' truck -- v. an all purpose ver or mo • 

tuna -- n. a clod or boor. 

--v. to do something clumsily, to tunafish, e.g. to 
drop an easy pop fly. 

turkey -- n. a term applied rancorously to a person lacking 
common sense. 

288 -- an expression of mock disgust, supposedly 
to something too gross for words. 
288 = 2 x 144 or two gross (too gross). 

typical, that's -- an expression of displeasure. 

U, The 

unpack 

u 
n. abbr. for University of Minnesota. 

v. to elucidate. 

in reference 

unreal an all purpose adjective of envy, approval, respect, 
etc. 

unreal burgers -- n. someone or something fantastic. 

V 
S •1ncere individuals of cosmic persuasions, veggies -- n. d friends to all animals, generally like their foo , 

unappetizing. 

w 
whirlies -- n. a terrifying sensation of rotation and nausea 

induced by going to bed drunk. 
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1 

wil 1 ie, the wet -- a phrase meaning a seldom used gesture 
of waving a dampened finger in the air to signify 
disagreement and a threat. 

wily -- adj. used most often ironically or sarcastically, 
rarely means shrewd. 

Who's Milt an expression of astonishment. 

Wombats -- n. an Intramural girls' softbal 1 league. 

workie -- n. an employee of the college usually assigned to 
a iustodial or maintenance crew. 

y 
You Say -- n. a rock song produced by a Carleton band, 

The Nightcrawlers. 

z 
'za -- n. 'Hue speak for a pizza. 

zzzz out -- v. to fall asleep; pronounced zee out. 

Tim Sullivan, now a junior at Carleton College, undertook 
the compilation of the 4th edition of Loosely Speaking 
as an independent study project. 
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~ORUffi 
The English Teacher's 

Future Shock 

THE NEXT FIVE YEARS 
IN SENIOR HIGH ENGLISH 

by MYRON BIETZ 
John Morsholl High School, Rochester 

Prophecies, in retrospect, are sometimes remembered when 
accurate, but usually forgotten when off-base. None of us_ 
today claims the power of Nostradamus -- or even of Jean Dixon; 
the signs we read are not in the stars but in events around 
us, and the events, 1 ike the stars, can be misread. I offer 
a pact: If, over the next few years, you refrain from reminding 
us of our misses, we, in turn, wil 1 spare you the "l-told-you-
so's. 11 

The planners of this year's MCTE Annual Conference were 
wise, I've decided, in limiting our prognostications to the 
next five years. At the present rate of accelerating change, 
that may be a11 the farther any of us care to see, or as much 
change as any of us are capable of graspfng. My design today 
is primarily deductive. I '11 begin by wielding a broad brush, 
examining observed individual and cultural changes and their 
implications for senior high English. 

Though many forces are at work to produce change, and 
though the next five years will produce both new and increased 
pressures, my primary concern is whether we wi 11 develop suf
ficient vision in the next five years to begin preparing for 
the even greater changes that are to come. Public education 
has too often been "after the fact," remediating rather than 
anticipating and preparing. In my manic stages, I have high 
hopes that we are beginning to gear education_to the future ••• 
or at least to the present. In my more frequent depressive 
stages, I despair that we are continuing to prepare students 
for a glorious past. Our lack of response -- or negative 
responses -- to change have perhaps rightly brought the 
charge of "mindlessness" from critics of education during the 
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past five years. Since MCTE conventions tend to trigger my 
~anic state, I '11 try to identify the positive responses to 
change we' 11 be making over the next five years. 

Career education -- learning specific skills for specific 
occupational pursuits -- appears to be in a period of ascen
dancy. Though we continue to give lip service to the ideal 
of a 1 iberal, humanizing education, the present establishment 
of priorities and allocation of funds point definitely to a 
continuation of the trend. Most of us in English are alarmed 
sometimes to the point of becoming paranoid about our goals; 
everyone else is out of step; we're the las~ hope for keeping 
men from becoming total automatons. The next five years may 
see us frantically maneuvering to keep our subject alive As 
something in addition to a skills course. Five years may not 
show much progress, but I predict we'll keep the humanizing 
goal of education alive, even if we have trouble reducing it 
to behavioral terms. 

Changing student attitudes and expectations will also 
affect the teaching of English during the next five years. 
Costs of college and doubts about immediate and measurable 
benefits of a college education wil 1 remove preparation for 
college as a goal for many students. Disenchantment with the 
intellectual and the rational, coupled with a growing interest 
in the mystic and the irrational, will have their effect on 
our classes. Secondary English teachers wi 11 face the task 
of helping students develop balanced skills in both affective 
and cognitive domains. In many areas we'll face the additional 

, task of convincing students that the means of consciousness- -
expansion we are promoting are preferable to the "easy" routes 
of cheap turn-ons -- chemical or otherwise. 

Patterns of institutional change will continue to affect 
our role. The family, the church, and the school all seem to 
have declining influence, but schools are being asked to take 
over functions once considered the province of church and 
family. We may find ourselves tragically choosing between 
imposing values (indoctrination) or avoiding al 1 mention of 
them, leaving a moral void. I see the profession -- and the 
English language arts in particular -- becoming more active 
in making students consciously aware of their choices, and of 
the various ethical and moral systems that influence them. 

Society itself is changing -- its makeup, its values, 
where people 1 ive, how they 1 ive. Our students are creetures 
of the moment who see 1 ittle :connection with or relevance in 
the 11terature, the values, and the experiences of the past. 
We face the dual task of helping them discover and define 
thei~ humanity, by making the 1 iterature of the past come alive, 

- and by providing literature and learning experiences that reflect 
the present and anticipate the future. We would 1 ike our stu-
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dents to be ready for change and comfort ab 1 e with it. And 
we'd like them to accept and appreciate the rich diversity 
of people and ideas rather than feel threatened by them. 
Reversing attitudes about diversity and change is not easy, and 
we'l 1 continue to face special problems doing so in areas of 
rapid transition or extreme isolation. 

Another factor that wil 1 frustrate our attempts is an 
apparent decline in functional literacy. There are still 
students who don't learn the skills of reading; the Right
to-Read program is yet another attack on this problem. But 
there are many who, having learned basic skills, choose not 
to use them -- perhaps because, in spite of our proscriptions 
to the contrary, they have discovered that they don't have tol 
Their nJrrowly defined jobs don't require reading, they take· 
no pleasure in it, and the electronic media provide pre
digested information, o~inion, and entertainment. Damning 
McLuhan· is not the answer, even though the tradition of 
~layl?g th! bearer of bad tidings ~or u?comfortable prophecies) 
1s st1 l l with us. Teachers of senior high English must con
tinue to plug for development of basic reading skills, and we 
must help students find personal satisfaction in their reading. 
But we cannot ignore the eleatronic media; they are here to 
stay, and students nee& help in developing skills in seeing 
and hearing, and criteria for selection and evaluation, just 
as they need direction in expanding critical reading skills. 

The National Council has urged, and events of the last 
weeks have emphasized, that we must take responsibility for 
combatting both pub] ic and private doublespeak. The develop
ment of critical listening and thinking skills -- the "built
in, shock-proof crap detectors" Hemingway refers to, should 
be high on our priority 1 ist during the next five years. Gul
libility once it realizes it has been seduced breeds cynicism, 
rejectionof~authority, all ideas, all utterances. Our 
job must be that of making students cfitical, rather than 
unconscious, consumers of language. 

We tend also to become easily upset at our students' 
uncritical production of language. The youth culture is its 
own speech community, and the "anything goes" attitude and 
halting, not-even-word-searching ("Uh ... 1 ike ... you know what 
I mean") patterns still clash with the expectations of col
leges, businesses, and secretarial schools. The battle 1 ines 
between the prescriptivists and the descriptivists may again 
be drawn. I'm a bit worried that the either-or dichotomy 
will become greater with the accountability syndrome. I 
would hope that most secondary English teachers, rather than 
taking sides, would stress bi- (poly-) dialect ism, stressing 
appropriateness to communication situation rather than uni
versal correctness,· helping students to assess their language 
needs realistically and to learn to shift dialect gears smooth!~ 
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The next five years should also see us g1v1ng greater attention 
to non-verbal communication, helping students realize that 
there's much more to communication than:the well-turned phrase. 

The next five years will convince far more people that 
the ecological crisis is real, that unlimited resources can 
no longer be taken for granted, and that unlimited abuse of 
the environment cannot be tolerated if man is to survive. Par
alleling the ecological crisis are deepening social crises: 
confrontation and polarization of individuals, groups, and 
ideologie5. As teachers of language and 1 iterature we will 
play a vital role in the development of awarenesses and atti
tudes conducive to human survival. The replacement of com
petitive mind sets with group process, problem-solving, cooper
ative models of human interaction may ultimately be the most 
important function°schools can perform. 

I see the next five years, in summary, as a kind of identity 
crisis for the schools, and for senior high English. The 
current trend is to see school as a trainer of docile citizens, 
pliable consumers of ideas and products, and as a producer 
of a work force tuned to the needs of an over-consuming society. 

I 
Teachers of English wil 1 probably be more inclined to view the 
school's role as one of preparing thinking, questing, creative, 
sharing, problem-solving individuals for an ever-changing 

I 
world. Ours is the broader vision. It may be eclipsed for 
a few years, but I predict it will prevail. 

' 
Myron Bietz is president of the MCEE. His article was 
first delivered as a talk at the MCTE Annual Conference 
at Mankato this spring. 
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THE NEXT FIVE YEARS 
AN D TH E CO LL EGE MAJOR 

by PETER J. REED 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

On the subject of the English Major in the next five 

years I feel my guess is as good as anyone's. Many of my 

remarks wil 1 sound pessimistic. It is the penchant of our 

profession to find "garlic and sapphires in the mud," smell 

the gar] ic and overlook the sapphires. But times are bad. 

The first question, I suppose, is whether we'll still 

have an English Major in five years. Will its growing list of 

unemployable graduates render it no longer marketable? Will 

dwindling graduate admissions reduce it to a pre-graduate 
II II • th. b d d _program wr rn some roa er epartment? Will it be absorbed 

Into the School of Cross-Disciplinary Studies? Will it go the 

way of the Humanities Program and simply be dispensed with? 

These questions do not involve quite such frivolous hyper

bole as may at first be thought. The Chairman of my Department 

speaks regularly of the need to preserve English as a Liberal 

Art. Its continued existence is threatened from within and 

without. The increasing emphasis within the universities on 

elective, non-major programs (1 ike the University of Minnesota's 

Bachelor of Elective Studies) and cross-disciplinary departments 

and majors need not necessarily, but nevertheless can threaten 

the English major as we know it. Similarly, our ow"n""efforts to 

broaden the major by such things as cross-disciplinary courses 

independent studies, folklore, and "re11evance 11 orientation ma/ 

be a key to survival in one sense but may also undermine the 

conception of English as a Liberal Art with a definable tradf
tion, history and subject matter of its own. 

There are some hard facts in the midst of the questions, 

however; the trick is to get these facts to provide answers. 

First, the number of English majors is in decline, and the 1, 

number of non-majors being served {at least by the UM English 

Department) is a 1 so dee 1 in i ng. These dee 1 i nes can I ead to 

budget reductions, hence reductions in faculty and curriculum, 

and in turn to more reductions in the students we draw. A 
vicious cycle. 

Second, Liberal Arts programs have traditionally been less 

successful in attracting funding than technical and medical 
disciplines, and this trend accelerates. 
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Third, a more general consideration. The recent report of 

the Census Bureau indicates that the average age of the nation 

will rise dramatically in the next decade and through the rest 

of this century. This wil 1 have a profound effect on education. 

That effect is already being felt in the pub] ic schools, where, 

for example, the decline in numbers of secondary age students 

has resulted in a reduct ion of the number of secondary English 

teachers in the Minneapolis system for next year. 

How we respond to this probable increase in demand for 

adult education could be important. I might mention that as 

a first tentative step we have taken toward coping wJ.th this 

new phenomenon,we (at the University of Minnesota) shall be 

inaugurating an MA in English program through night Extension 

classes, beginning next year. 

Rather than trying to discuss the future of the English 

major in these general terms, however, I wi 11 narrow my remarks 

to some aspects of curriculum planning at the University of 

Minnesota. 

The present requirement for an English major is ten courses, 

to include one Shakespeare course. It has been our pol icy to 

rely heavily on our advising program to steer students into the 

kinds of courses best suited to their objectives. We have tried 

to keep requirements and prerequisites to a minimum. I should 

point out that the vast majority of our majors take far more 

than the minimum number of courses -- some more than double it. 

I. 
Essentially, the design 
Lower Division courses. 
courses (in periods and 
potential majors and to 

of our curriculum is as follows: 
These are mainly introductory 

genres) designed to prepare 
appeal to non-majors. 

2. Upper Division courses, for juniors and seniors. These 

courses are mainly in "topics" or "figures." In the near 

future,year-long surveys of British and American literature 

will probably be offered at this level. 

3. Joint Upper Division and Graduate courses. These are 
mostly period courses. Heretofore, far too many of our 

courses have, in my opinion, been offered at this level, 

and the future should see a major move in the direction 

of separating undergraduate and graduate instruction. 

Some features of our curriculum which may be of interest 
include: 
1. "Free Courses" These are courses not 1 isted in the cata

logue with special subjects deemed most suitable for only 

periodic offering. Enrollment is I imited, and they some

times constitute seminars. Topical subjects can be treated 

here, and topics or combinations of figures which do not 
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fit easily into existing course structures can be presented 
in this way. We offer about 35 such courses a year, and 
they add much variety to our undergraduate offering. 

2. "English Quarter" This is a 16 credit course, the equiv
alent of four regular courses. Its subject matter is 
usually broad. It remains primarily 1 iterary, but may 
include cross-disciplinary studies. The student takes 
nothing else during this quarter, so that scheduling may 
be flexible. The class may meet as a whole or in groups; 
it wil 1 read, observe other media presentations, do 
projects, visit galleries or museums, etc. There are forty 
students, two professors and two graduate assistants. 

3. Individually supervised courses in independent study, 
directed reading and directed instruction are other 
innovations of recent ~ears. 

Some discernible trends within our curriculum include: 
l. In general, a movement toward much more diversity, with 

such new courses as Autobiography ~nd Popular Fiction, and 
especially through the "free courses." 

2. The strengthening of existing areas, notable creative 
writing, various kinds of expository and technical writing, 
and criticism. 

3. The broadening of our curriculum and faculty into new areas,
with new specialists in folklore and in minority 1 iterature 
(to be shared with the Afro-American Studies Department). 

4. The attempt to shift class sizes to either the 11 large 
lecture" or "small ciass" categories, with fewer in the 
awkward middle range. 

A further changing trend may be discernible in the students l 
themselves. First, there seems to have been the inevitable 
reaction away from the 11New Critical" mode of the 'fifties. 
The new interest seems to be not in relevance (now totally out 
of favor with students and faculty) but in social, historical 
and autobiographical influences in literature. Second, some 
of my col leagues join me in detecting a marked decrease in the 
desire for discussion. In the late60 1 s there was a wave of 
emphasis on "relevance" and "relating"--students wanted classes 
to be discussions, seminars, even T-groups. These forms are 
probably far more demanding than teachers or students at first 
realized, and demand a great deal of preparation by students 
and teachers to be successful. Too often they were 1 iable to 
become superficial bull-sessions. Students now frequently 
voice a desire for hard information, and even want lecture 
rather than discussion. 
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S. I. Hayakawa may not be completely right in what he 
said on campus recently about change in the students ("they 
wash, they wear clean clothes, they want to study"),but there 
has been a change, I think. Partly, they are sobered by their 
environment. What worries them, and us, is what they'll do 
when they graduate. The English (or Liberal Arts) major has 
always been a beautiful but useless thing. In the past, those 
who could not get well-paying jobs could always go into teaching 
or to graduate school. Both these avenues are now almost 
closed. 

I would guess that the resultant situation could threaten 
the English major. English could become largely a subject 
taken by non-majors for pleasure and enrichment, or possibly 
a general preparation major. (To a large extent it is that 
already, of course. The majority of our majors do not go 
into graduate school or teaching, and the majority of the 
students we teach are non-majors.) 

So the prime concern will be to preserve the English major 
and English departments in the long run, if not in the next 
five years. The major threats are dee! ining enrollment, 
shrinking budgets, and the possibl iity of erosion of English 
as a distinct discipline. To meet these threats we have to 
guard the position of English in increasingly "vo-tech" 
(vocational-technical-professional) schools, defend· the integ
rity of English as a Liberal Art, and at the same time increase 
the appeal of English to non-majors. 

Many of us who teach English do so out of a love of the 
subject, because we believe it teaches us about 1 ife! and to 
enrich our perceptions. We are somewhat inclined to be 
arrogant about this, and to assume administrators and those in 
other departments who question what we are doing or threaten ou,r 
budgets are unenlightened, uncouth, anti-intellectual and ill it~ 
erate. We become so wrapt up in our subject that we can scarce'ly 
credit any rational and sensitive person would not perceive the 
value of what we do. But there are per-sons in the outer world 
of "telegrams and anger" who do question our priorities, and we 
must be ready to counter theirarguments. This is not to be 
defensive of English or to be apologists, but to be prepared 
to face the realities of a world our literature should teach 
us to know. 

Peter J. Reed is an associate professor of English at 
the University of Minnesota. His article was first deliver
ed as a talk at the MCTE Annual Conference this spring. 
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WHAT GO O D IS AN ENG LISH MAJ O R 
NOW? TWO VIEWS OF REALITY: 

The Placement of Saint Cloud State 
College English Majors in 1972 

by HOWARD H. RUSSELL 
Saint Cloud State College 

On September I, 1971, the Satnt Cloud State College Cen
ter for Career Planning and Placement issued a report on the 
placement of current teacher candidates. This report indicated 
that of the 58 registrants, only 26, or 45%, of the total 
registrants had been placed by September l, 1971, as compared 
to the placement of 76% of the candidates for the same time in 
1970. 

The fact that some of our English majors graduating in 
June, 1971, were not placed did not surprise the members of 
the English Department staff, since it is wel 1 known that the 
baby boom of World War I I has passed through the nation's 
public schools and has left in its wake the worst job market 
since the Great Depression. 

' The National Education Association has estimated that the 
surplus of teachers will double by 1976, and the Labor Depart
ment has reported that between now and 1980 colleges and uni
versities wil I prepare as many as 4,200,000 new elementary and 
high school teachers with only 2,300,000 positions waiting for 
them. 

Other factors have exacerbated the situation. Financially 
pressed school districts have cut back on programs and staff, 
individuals with teaching qualifications have been released 
by the Armed Forces, and the normal teacher turn-over has almost 
become a thing of the past. 

Indeed, few teachers resign or even take leaves of absence 
in these days of the Taxpayer's Revolt. Few teachers drop out 
of the profession to take additional graduate work, to get mar
ried, or to have babies. Teachers now tend to cling to their 
jobs like a 1 ife I ine. Even so, the English Department was at 
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a loss to understand why Saint Cloud State College English majors 
fared so badly in the September Report of the Center for Career 
Planning and Placement, particularly in view of the fact that 
in previous years the College has been able to place almost all 
of its graduating English majors in good positions in preferred 
areas such as St. Cloud, Minneapolis, and St. Paul. 

Certainly, the dissemination of the report boded ill for 
the future of the English Department's teaching program, since 
many students contemplating English teaching careers will be 
discouraged from preparing for a career in which less than 
50% of last year's candidates have found employment. 

In view of the information provided in the published re
port of the Center for Career Planning and Placement and the 
dismal placement picture for teachers presented in the public 
press, the English Department decided to embark on a program 
designed to cope with the realities of the situation. This 
program took the following form: l) a survey of the individuals 
reported as not placed to determine whether or not they were 
unemployed; 2) a survey of a broad segment of the alumni of the 
English Department to secure information relative to the present 
job situation and reactions of a representative group of former 
English majors; and, 3) on the basis of the information devel
oped, such action as was indicated to best meet the placement 
situation for English majors in the l970's. 

II 

The English Department first checked with the Center for 
Career Planning and Placement to ascertain whether or not there 
was an error in the published report of non-success in the place
ment of English majors. This check revealed the fact that the 
Center had reported candidates as not pl aced in a I 1 instances 
in which they did not reply to the Center's requests for infor
mation. 

Accordingly, the English Department secured the names of 
each candidate reported by the Center as not placed and checked 
carefully with all available sources for the current address 
of each. After assembling this information, the Department 
wrote a personal letter to each candidate reported to be unplaced, 
asking If he were in truth unemployed and, if so, offering to 
provide any assistance available in the English Department. 

Ten of the 32 individuals reported as not placed failed 
to respond. Since none of the Department's letters was re
turned, the Department concluded that the addressees were em
ployed in some fashion and not desperately seeking employment. 
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Of the twenty-two individuals who did respond, it appeared 
that only three were actually unemployed and presumably walking 
the streets in search of work. 

The information developed on the other nineteen individuals 
revealed the fact that the report of the Center for Career 
Planning and Placement was misleading through no fault of the 
Center: 

3 were placed in teaching positions but had failed tQ 
notify the Career Planning and Placement Office 
of the fact 

failed to graduate as planned 

2 were continuing their education 

6 had removed themselves from the teaching market to 
accept other employment: 

(one was working in the campus bookstore and 
doing part-time teaching at Cathedral High 
School, and pursuing graduate courses at St. 
Cloud State College; one was working as a 
teacher aid; two were employed in the field 
of their minor preparation (Library); one was 
employed by an insurance company; and one had 
a baby in November) 

had emigrated to secure a teaching position in 
Australia 

was serving in the Air Force 

2 were available for employment only in the restricted 
areas of their husbands 1 assignments 

3 were employed in fields other than that of their 
major preparation but still were seeking teaching 
positions 

3 repl led that they were, indeed, unplaced and were 
still actively seeking employment in the field of 
teaching. 

Individuals reporting that they were unemployed or em
ployed in positions other than the area of their preparation 
were assured of all possible assistance from the English Depart
ment, informed of the designation of Dr. Don Otto as Career 
Liaison Officer for the Department, and sent copies of a brochure 
developed in the English Department to provide information re
garding non-teaching careers open to English majors and minors. 
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If it were not obvious before, it now became quite clear 
that the English Department must prepare for the situation 
described in the fol lowing terms by the Research Department of 
the NEA: "Not only beginning teachers but persons with above 
average experience and qualifications are unable even to find 
vacancies for which to apply_." 
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With a view to exploring the placement of a sampling of 
former English majors, the English Department next instituted 
a survey of some 450 of its alumni to identify the type of 
positions currently held, and to secure recommendations for 
making the English Department Program more responsive to job 
needs. 

One hundred and eighty-seven replies were received from 
former English majors. Of these 62 were males and 125 were 
females. Forty-nine were comprehensive English majors and 
114 were 64-hour English majors. (The former is a major which 
does not require a minor, while the latter must be accompanied 
by a minor). 

Twenty-four of the 64-hour majors were double majors, who 
had secured second majors in such other fields as: 

lowing 

French (I) 
hi story (4) 
mathematics ( 1) 
music (1) 

The rest of the 64-hour majors 
fields: 

a rt (2) 
biology (4) 
French (6) 
geography (1) 
German (5) 
history (10) 
journalism (3) 
language arts (2) 
library science (10) 

psychology (I) 
social science (5) 
Spanish (1) 
speech (10) 

reported minors in the fol-

music ( 10) 
mass media (I) 
mathematics (2) 
physical education (7) 
psycho 1 ogy ( 7) 
social science (16) 
Spanish (1) 
speech (26) 
theatre ( I) 

Evidently, English majors with a double major or at least 
a minor in such fields as foreign· language, biology, history, 
journalism, I ibrary science, music, psychology, physical educa
tion, social science, and speech were in considerable demand 

I and stood a better chance of securing employment than did students 
with but one major and no minor. 
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Of the 187 majors of the English Department responding, 
165 earned B.S. degrees, 15 B.A. degrees, and 7 B.E. degrees. 
Ninety-four of the respondees, had pursued or were pursuing 
graduate work beyond the baccalaureate degree. 

Ninety-six of the respondees have already completed or are 
currently registered for graduate work, e.g., at Saint Cloud 
State College (43), Duluth University (1), Mankato State 
College (5), Winona State College (1), University of Minnesota 
(22), and some (24) at graduate schools outside the State of 
Minnesota. 

The variety of fields of graduate study pursued by these 
English majors is particularly interesting to those believing 
that a solid undergraduate major in English is an excellent I 
preparation, not only for English teaching, but also for employ-/ 
ment in many fields other than English teaching, since half of 
the respondents did graduate work in fields other tha~ English. I 
The graduate study of the alumni surveyed included specializa~ 
tion in the following fields: administration (2), American 
Studies (1), religion (1), mass communication (4), education 
(32), English (39), and reading (7)., 

Respondees have already secured the following graduate 
degrees: M.A. (22), M.S. :(18), L.S. (3), J.D. (2), B.D. (2), 
Ph.D. (4), M.D. (1), Ed.D. (2), M.Ed. (3), and Q.I.T. (1). 
In passing, it is interesting to note that many English majon 
went directly on to an area of specialization without ever 
teaching English. 

It is also interesting to note that 55 of the respondees 
are currently employed in metropolitan areas with a population 
of 250,000 or more, 14 are employed in cities with a population 
between 50,000 and 250,000, 57 i•re employed in cities with a J 
population between 10,000 and 50,000, and 61 are employed in 
rural communities with populations of less than 10,000. 

The following 1 ist of positions other than English 
teacing positions occupied by alumni of the Saint Cloud State 
College English Department shows that an English major secures 
a basic preparation that is apparently useful in many other 
fields: 

Professor of Drama & Speech (1) 
Professor of Education and Director of Placement 

Bureau( 1) 
Associate Agriculture Agent (1) 
Director of University Relations (1) 
Elementary Teacher (3) 
Civil Service Employee (1) 
Instructor in four-Year College (10) 
lnstn.ictor in Junior High School (43) 
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Instructor in Senior High School (22) 
Film Producer (1) 
Homemaker involved in community activities (14) 
Home Instructor for the Handicapped (1) 
Vocational Instructor (I) 
Journalist (I) 
Language Arts Instructor (1) 
Lawyer (1) 
Librarian (14) 
Theatre Manager (1) 
Director of College Art Department (1) 
Media Specialist (1) 
Music Teacher (1) 
News Di rec tor ( 1) 
Mi n is te r ( 1 ) 
Member Peace Corps (1) 
Pre-Professional Teacher (1) 
President of lhsurance Company (1) 
High School Principal (2) 
Reading Specialist (1) 
Remedial Reading Specialist (3) 
College Speech Instructor (2) 
Substitute English Teacher (9) 
Vice President for Academic Affairs, 

Bradley University (1) 
Vocational Teacher in Nursery 

School (1) 
Welfare Specialist (1) 

In view of the information revealed by the two surveys 
described above, the English Department is taking action to 
strengthen its teaching programs and to expand its offerings 
for English majors planning on careers other than teaching. 
It is hoped that future placement reports will indicate a 
much higher rate of placement for English majors than the 
report of the Center for Career Planning and Placement for 
September 1, 1971. 

Professor Russell has served as chairma~ of the English 

department at Saint Cloud State College. 
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The Placement of Ma ca lester College 
English Majors in 1973 

by CELESTE MEISTER 
Mocolester College, St. Poul 

State colleges report every month to a central organiza
tion of placement bureaus which compiles reports, including a 
report about the success of newly certificated. English teachers 
in securing teaching jobs. 

Macalester had 9 candidates last year, the smallest 
number in some time. 

4 obtained full time teaching positions 
Minnehaha Academy 
Cloquet 
Roseville, starting as a substitute 
St. Paul as a special consultant in creative 
writing 

went to. Boston University 

went to University of Denver Law School 

was still applying but employed by N.W. Bell 
Married and could not take the jobs that were 
offered 

2 did not respond. 

The situation this year is slightly better than it has 
been in recent years. The director of our placement bureau 
has reported as follows: 

1. We have one signed contract so far, a history 
major for a small Minnesota town. One English 
major would probably have signed by now, but 
recently learned she will not be in Minnesota 
next year, but in Georgia. Two school systems near 
the Twin Cities were really interested in her. One 
other English major is close to signing in a suburb, 
but that may fall through since she is now in the 
hosp i ta 1. 

2. In normal years contracts are signed s·ometimes 
as early as Easter and about half would have firm 
contracts by graduation. It appears this year that 
most schools wil I be filling positions during the 
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summer, and possibly late in the summer. Some 
schools have a freeze on all hiring. Others do 
not yet know what vacancies they will have. This 
year students are just beginning now in May to 
get calls for interviews. They usually start a 
couple of months earlier. 

3. Students who really work at applying wil I probably 
not have too much difficulty finding something 
unless they cannot or will not go.where the jobs 
are. And most of the jobs seem to be in outlying 
areas. 

4. There are substantially more openings for teachers 
this year than last. Also, English and social 
studies openings exist. Last year they were 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

almost non-existent, and those few had hundreds 
of applicants. There are also some openings for 
languages (French and German), whtch was not true 
last year. Also, the possibility of ~eaching a 
combination, especially one few students major 
in, increases the chances of finding something. 

Most openings so far have been from outlying 
areas and smaller towns, but there have also been 
some in English In Anokc!, Roseville, Shakopee, 
Forest Lake and other locations in the vicinity 
of the Twin Cities. Jobs in the Twin Cities are 
scarce this year. Most of them seem to be filled 
by people who did their student teaching in the 
school with a vacancy. Neither St. Paul nor 
Minneapolis sends out announcements of openings. 
You have to apply directly to them. 

Our placement service is sending out about the 
usual number of sets of credentials this year. 
On May 1, they mailed 56 some at the request 
of the student, and some at the request of the 
school. 

Though there are more this year than last, English/ 
history/ humanit{es teacher~ are still not in 
great demand. 

There are more alums this year than for some time 
who are looking for changes of job -- either in 
another location or another school or another 
subject or grade area. They probably will not 
resign from present jobs until they sign somewhere 
e Ise -- which wi 11 make vacanctes occur late. 
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Here is some advice to prospective job seekers, based 
what I have learned from recent graduates: 

l. Get some job experience of some kind. (I had 
trouble getting a first job because I was an 
only child, had no experience, and was from the 
city). 

2. Get a specialty which is out of the ordinary, or 
not usually part of the English teacher's job. 
Coaching is always good, as is ability in any 
other extra-curricular activity. But don't 
overlook the possibility of becoming an expert 
on science fiction or film or remedial writing 
or creative writing. One of our students found 
people impressed becall_se she has been working on 
an independent stud~ in adolescent literature. 

3, Keep credentials up to date. Ask a referenae to 
write for you again if you've done more work with 
him/her or the person has had new experience with 
you. Take out those that might not be helpful 
as soon as possible -- like the person who doesn't 
know you well or one whose recommendations don't 
mean much because they all sound alike. 

4. Do more than the minimum in meeting certification 
requirements. An extra course, even outside 
English, may be just what you need to get the job 
available. 

5. Your resume, vita ~heet, or application letter or 
blank may eliminate you before anyone has a chance 
to see you. Be careful with them. 

6. It helps to be aggressive -- forceful at least -
even if it feels unnatural. Be very definite about 
your aims, your interests, your special abilities, 
and your philosophy of education. Be prepared 
for that Interview before you go. Ask others 
about their Interviews. Some people like to take 
you by surprise. Others may not seem interested, 
but you won't know if you don't make an effort. 
Some ask personal questions you might consider 
none of their business. Could be they aren't real
ly interested in the answer, but In the way you 
re2ct to the question. Some 1 Ike to pose questions 
about classroom situations to see how you will 
react to those. 

7, Never overlook any possibility. Fill out every 
application you can get. (I went to Virginia that 
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way). Use people you know, if it is possible. 
Keep track of what develops at your placement 
bureau. Stop by regularly. Consider other pos
sibilities and take another job if you have to 
even while you are looking. Reconsider going to 
where a job is, no matter how far it seems to be. 
There are jobs abroad. Austral ia•and New Zealand 
have been advertising for all kinds of teachers. 
We have one going to Iran next year. There are 
also government jobs both here and abroad, as 
well as special programs l Ike the Peace Corps. 
Employment agencies sometimes are helpful to 
teachers, but be prepared to pay well for their 
help. They will send your credentials everywhere 
-- even places you couldn't or wouldn't take.Don't' 
forget your own college placement bureau and stop 
by regularly. And don't forget that most states 
have placement services whose fees are modest. Out 
of state regulations on certification can be ob
tained by writing to the state, but it is easier 
and quicker to consult Patterson's American Edu
cation which lists all superintendents and their 
addresses and general certification requirements. 
In addition, Minnesota has reciprocity with a 
number of other states. 

8. And finally, I wish you luck. I graduated in 
a year when English teachers were a glut on the 
market, so I know what it's like. There were 
about 30 of us who prepared to teach English 
four that I knew of got contracts before the college 
year closed, and a very few more by the time 
schools opened in the fall. One was so desperate 
she worked for a school for nothing for a month 
just to get some experience on her record -- and 
then they hired her. And the rest of us had to 
find something else. 

Our placement bureau put out a 11st of alternatives for 
those who wanted it, but few teacher candidates seem to have 
~ed it. Apparently, the commitment to teaching is so strong 
they won't take any alternative. There are business inter
views available and English majors are welcomed for management 
trainee programs. There's writing for publication or editorial 
work for a publisher, but these are scarce and you must be 
~odor they won't hire you. 

Appended is an account of the experiences of a student 
job hunter circulated by our placememt bureau to prepare grad
~tes to meet certain typical circumstances. 
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The subject is a 1972 grad with a Psychology major and 
Elementary Education certification, who is presently looking 
for a job in the teaching field. 

Q. How many faculty recommendations did you get while 
at Mac? 

A. Four from Mac faculty, one from Gustavus and one 
from College of St. Catherine. 

Q. Did you know what was written in the recommendations? 
A. No, and sometimes it has bothered me~ I would recom

mend that a student ask for a copy of the recommenda
tion from the faculty member -- or -- request the 
faculty member give Career Planning a release to the 
student for the recommendation. This release to the 1 

Placement Office would then give the student the right 
to see the reference. 

Q. When did you start thinking about the job you wanted? 
A. The first month of school I started making contacts 

with teachers, getting credentials ready, etc. This 
preparation was for a teaching position. I didn't 
start to prepare for a job outside of teaching until 
the end of this summer when I realized I wasn't going 
to get a teaching job. 

Q. What kinds of jobs did you look for? 
A. I was willing to try just about anything. I appl led 

for a job as a community director -- I didn't stand 
much of a chance in that job -- or jobs 1 ike it, but 
I tried anyway. I took a lot of tests: Civil 
Service, for instance. I was even offered a job as 
a telephone switchman, but I decided not to take it. 
I wasn't willing to commit myself for any length of 
time in any particular job, and this probably hurt 
my chances. 

Q. How did you look for job openings? 
A. I tried two employment agencies -- I hated those 

things. I've tried newspapers, but there is so 
much competition for each position that it is hardly 
worth it. The best way to find out about teaching 
jobs is through our Mac Career Planning Office. In 
other areas, it helps to have connections, to know 
somebody who knows someone who controls a job op
portunity. 

Q. Were you ever told that you were overqualified? 
A. I think my experiences abroad (I studied the English 

School System) scared a few pepple. I think that 
sometimes I have been considered overqualified. I 
could feel this way because I have been looking for 
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a job and haven't been successful. I just need 
money, and I would take almost any job, but they 
said: "I'm sorry but with your degree we cannot 
pay you what you want." I said: "Just pay me what 
everyone else gets." They said: "You would never 
be satisfied with this type of job." 

Q. What are the interviews 1 ike? 
A. The interviews at Mac were not very valuable, simply 

because they were not really looking for people. It 
was really just a formal lty -- a gesture of goodwill 
to Mac. A real interview with a principal at a school 
is much different. They might ask you about your 
views on education, you might discuss school academ-
ic programs. In general, the interview is not too 
techn i ca 1. 

Q. Are you discouraged because of your lack of success? 
A. If you get turned down a lot, you can't think it 

is a reflection of yourself. A lot of it has to do 
with being in the right place at the right time. 
Getting a job in teaching (or anywhere) takes time. 
I am determined to teach, and I am going to do 
everything I can to get a teaching job. 

Celeste Meister, who has been chairman of the MCTE 
Editorial Board, presented this report at the MCTE Annual 
Conference this spring. 
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COLLEGE ELECTIVE COURSES: 
HOW ACCOUNTABLE HAVE THEY BEEN 

IN FILLING NEEDS FOR SKILLS 
by JOSEPH L. SANDERS 

Lakeland Community College, Mentor, Ohio 

soon to be teach.ers, regularly turning in exams and term papers 
that are du] 1, flatulent, or both. I'm afraid we try to cover 
too much subject matter in classes in our specialties; we are 
so aware of the quantity of interesting material that we try 
to squeeze in as much as we can. We squeeze in so much that 
there simply isn't time to work with the students on their 
writing. Then, of course, we blame their problems on the other 
teachers who didn't take the time to work on writing problems. 
We need to remember that mastery of subject matter doesn't 
necessarily give one the ability to communicate it in writing. 
The scholarly journals prove as much. But the result of our 
not emphasizing good writing in the college classroom, I'm 
afraid, is that many students graduate without learning to care When I couldn't define the terms used in the title of this 

article clearly enough to suit myself, I asked other people for 
their definitions. All this effert got me deeper and deeper 
into uncertainty. 

'about developing lively, straightforward prose style. Which 
means that theyfind that skill difficult to develop in their 
students. 

"Accountable" to whom? 
legislature? 

Students? Parents? The state 

What do we mean by "elective"? Do we mean al 1 courses that 
aren't required, ranging from Survey of English Literature to 
Creative Writing? Do we mean courses that are open to anyone, 
or those designed primarily for majors? If the latter, the 
usual restrictions about number of hours in period sequences, 
etc., mean that the courses are elective only in the sense that 
a suicide may elect rope, gas, or poison. 

Another thing for which we should be held accountable, 
another skill underemphasized in many elective courses, is 
intellectual adaptability, flexibility. This partly is a matter 
of the rather rigid chronological structure of 1 iterature 
courses. Often, even when we have 1 iberated ourselves from 
the name-dates-titles routine, we still try to break the body 
of literature apart by centuries. Some schools are getting 
away from this,though--especially some public schools. Fargo 
South High School, for example, is trying to get the jump on 
a statewide reduction in the number of required English credits 
by developing a program of elective courses to attract students. 

And what "skills" are we talking about? Do we mean the 
ability to do some particular, measurable task? Or are the 
important skills a series of small abil ities--or the overall 
ability to feel satisfaction at having done a combination of 
thir:gs that seem to us to be s}gnificant? 

• Those courses would concentrate on writers, themes, and genres, 
rather than blocks of time; they include courses in Shakespeare, 
Tragedy, and Science Fiction. 

After wandering in this thicket for awhile, I decided to 
settle down in the small, lighted clearing I know most about: 
teaching, at the college level, of students who plan to teach 
in the public schools. Therefore, by "skills" I'll refer to 
anything above Freshman Composition, especially 1 iterature j 

.courses; by "accountability" I '11 refer to the college teacher's: 
responsibility to teachers, especially .new teachers in the class-I 
room as they search their memories for needed abilities that 

' '11 k the classes they took have or have not given them. 1 sp~a 
primarily about the needed skills we don't develop, the failures 
for which you should hold us accountable. 

One thing in which we should be more accountable--one abilit1 
we do not stress enought for prospective teachers--is skill in 
writing. We do not transmit enough concern wlth getting an idea, 
~cross to a reader, clearly and directly. The failure of Fresh·t 
~an Composition is not our topic here, However, in the upper / 
:J~vi,sion courses I teach, I see English majors, most of them, 
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Let me dwel 1 on that last course for a moment, to get at 
another cause of rigidness. Science fiction is the subject 
of a growing number of courses at the high school and college 
]evel--but in slender and belated response to student interest. 
Why the interest in science fiction? Because science is a 
major force in modern 1 ife. It gives man vast power at the 
same time it denies familiar roles and satisfactions. We 
naturally ask: What does this change, this new frame_for 
human action mean to man? This is hardly a contemptible 
theme for fi~tion, and a healthy number of science fiction 
stories are not contemptible. So, then, why is science fiction 
not used more in the classroom? Probably some teachers still 
refuse to consider it seriously at al 1. Yet that's not the 
whole answer. At the science fiction meeting during the recent 
MLA convention, one speaker suggested that teachers who loved 
science fiction should keep it out of the schools, to save the 
students' interest in it. He seemed to be saying that class
room 'teaching, while giving information, kills interest. 
I find that an appalling notion, though many students might 
agree with it as a description of what does happen in the 
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schools. But I cannot accept the idea that I must forever 
divide myself into two people: the man who cares and the man 
who teaches. 

This problem is different from the division of knowledge 
to fit a chronological framework. It's a matter af attitude. 
We tend to see things as divided into formal or informal, pals 
or subordinates, teacher or student. Science fiction is dan
gerous to that attitude because, with-the interest and knowl
edge students may already have, there is ·more chance of inter
action between student and teacher than in the study of other 
I iterary forms. This ability to relate to students is another 
skill usually not developed in college courses, including 
elective courses. It should be. 

Elective courses should be where people explore a chosen 
field in the company of other people who have made the same 
choice. Such courses should be where people can gr.ow in 
understanding and inability to communicate with other,,. Often 
they do not. Often, teachers are caught in a tragic cycle: 
our failings show not simply the weaknesses in our abilities 
but underdeveloped abilities, skill never stressed by teachers 
who never learned to consider them important. And we pass our 
failings on. As a result, we turn out students who may be 
educated in a narrow sense, but are not self-educating. 

As teachers, we are under great pressure to change, We 
know that we will be held accountable somehow, by someone. 
hope you as teachers will hold us responsible as teachers, to 
offer what our students need and want to learn, not what we 
find most comfortable to teach. Only in this way can we all 
discover again the meaning of our choice when we elected to 
become teachers. 

Jospeh Sanders delivered the substance of this article 
as a talk at the MCTE Spring Conference in 1972, at 
which time he was a member of the English department 
at Moorhead State College. 
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THE BUCK STOPS HERE! BASIC SKILLS 
ON THE JUNIOR COLLEGE LEVEL 

by RONALD V. SCHMELZER 
Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College, Coon Rapids 

Junior Colleges in the state of Minnesota have been active 
on the educational scene ever since the first two-year college 
was opened in Cloquet. Soon, other junior colleges opened their 
doors in Rochester, Eveleth and Hibbing. By 1940 there were 
seven junior colleges in operation within the state. At present, 
there are eighteen, with two more expected to open their doors 
w students in the 1973-74 academic year. 

As they were originally conceived of in the nineteenth 
century, the junior colleges were to provide lower division 
education for students in their own community. This role has 
oontinued, but a challenge has been added to it: (a) provide 
vocational and technical training to students that will allow 
them to move directly into the work force; (b) offer general 

, education that will help the student to become a viable citizen 
i in our ever changing world; and (c) provide for aesthetic, 

I cultural and recreational opportunities, both for those residing 
in the service community, and the student in attendance. 

r By and large the junior colleges have kept up with the 
~allenges posed by increased enrollments and the changing needs 
of an increasingly technological-urban society; however, the 
path toward the goal of providing a wel I-educated citizenry is 
oonfounded with many obstacleswhich the junior colleges are 
attempting to overcome. 

As a teacher and a director of a study skills center in a 
junior college, I am able to observe at close range some of the 
major problems which confront students and, in turn, the college~ 
in providing to the community a viable member of the citizenry. 
However, first I want to describe the population of students as 
I see them: this, in order to dispel some' of the false ideas 
that are prevalent about the junior college student. 

There have been many attempts to describe and categorize 
the type of student who attends the J.C. ( Cf. W. Moore, Jr., 
Against the Odds, San Francisco,Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1970; and 
A.M. Cohen, Date! ine '79: Heretical Conce ts for the Commun it 
College, Beverly Hills, Glencoe Press, 1969. He has been, in 
jiy gpinion, much maligned, both in terms of his academic ability 

• ~nd his aspirations for himself in the future. He is generally 
described as an "earthy" type: more interested in finding a job 
than dwelling on that somewhat more vague but infinitely more 
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satisfying question about the nature of truth and beauty, The developing organization, in determining_main ideas and i~ . opinion is also prevalent that the typical junior college stud . roving retention of a reading selectton. When underl1n1ng a or rather the student who attends the junior college, does 50 ent, irnP]ection under] ine only after you have read the material, then se , . . h h ' • because nol:Pdy else wil I have him. This latter point has, hope- back and pick out the words which summarize t e aut ors main fully, ~basis in truth, 1:ecause the junior college is 90int. You should never underline a whole sentence. This is strictly an open-door institution. ~~portant because the student must_be '.orc 7d to se1 7c~ impo~tant ·nformat ion from the materi a 1. Th Is. a Ids In determ1 n Ing ma In The fact of the matter is, however, that the junior col le '.dea, organization and to an extent developing purpose for . student is a representative of the community which the col leg ge 
1

1 ading. Finally, after underlining, the student should review serves. He is usually the "average" student, with aspiration: r~at he has underlined. This reinforces his learning and helps and abilities commensurate with his community. In most junior ~n retention. There are two rules for underlining: colleges in the state there are both the typical college-age 
student and also the not so typical, i.e. 50 years plus. The 
high school valedictorian is in attendance along with the high 
school dropout who has a GED high school equivalency certificat 
There is the gifted academician and the student who cares very e, 
little for the abstractions of academia: this is the community 
college student. 

What are some of the problems these students face in 
accomplishing their goals in the junior college? It has been 
my experience that the following four problems are the biggest 
ones faced: reading, writing, time scheduling and goal orienta
tion. I wil 1 attempt to explain each and give some possible 
procedures that you can use to help alleviate some of these 
problems in your students. 

READING: In a recent study done at Anoka-Ramsey State 
Junior College, it was found that the average student who enroll 
in either the study skills course or the reading course was 
reading at about the eleventh grade level. Based on the reports 
of col leagues and my own experience in study skills centers 
around the country, this is not unusual. Other problems in 
reading faced by the st6dent are an inability to adequately: 

J. develop purpose for reading 
2. skim.and scan when necessary 
3. determine the organization of what is read 
4. ascertain the main point in a paragraph 
5. critically read a selection 
6. remember what he reads to the extent necessary. 

Many of the above problems can be handled through the \ 
thoughtful use of four techniques that I am about to discuss. 1 
These are not a panacea, but have been shown to be effective 
with a majority of students. 

{!) Underlining: (D.M. Wark, and M. Mogen, Read, Underline, 
Revi~~: A Method for More Efficient Learnin , New York, McGraw
Hil 1 Book Co., 1970. Underlining is a study-reading technique 
that has been proven to be effective in developing skill, in 
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1. 
2. 

Never read with a pencil in your hand. 
Don't underline complete sentences. 

(2) Mapping: (M.B. Hanf, "Mapping: A Technique for Translating 
Reading i1,to Thinking," Journal of Reading, 14, January, 1971, 
zzS-230, 270.) Mapping is a graphic representation of the content 
fa lecture or a chapter in a text. It maximizes the reader's 

~ctive participation and it affords h!m an immediate feedback 
as to his understanding of the selection. It also allows for 
individuality, creativity and individual cognitive style. The 
major problem areas it may help to improve in reading are: main 
idea, critical reading, organization, developing purpose, and 
~tention of what is read. 

The mapping procedure is similar to outlining; howe~er, it 
differs in two major ways: (1) its appearance, and (2) its form. 
A map is similar to an outline in that the information is graph
ically portrayed and is arranged in a hierarchical order of 
importance; major ideas are made to stand out. 

In order to "map" a selection the student must: 

1. 

2. 

Skim through the selection to ascertain the primary 
thesis (main idea) of the selection. 

He must then write this primary thesis in the center 
of a sheet of paper and either encircle or put a box 
around it. 

Then he must hypothesize as to what might be considered 
in the selection, and write 2 or 3 demanding questions 
about the selection that he wi 11 be looking for the 
answers to. 

4. He must then read the selection carefully; this in 
order to determine the secondary categories which 
make-up the se 1 ect ion's main idea. The m~x imum nu~ber 
of secondary categories which are effective are six 
or seven. The student draws 1 ines indicating the 
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5. 

number of secondary categories and labels them appropriately. 

With this view of the selection on paper and in mind the reader now must read for details, fi 11 ing them i~ their proper position and order; this should be done from memory. In this way the reader can, if he is having problems, go back to those portions of the article that he obviously needs to re-read. Always remember--use just key words. 

The student and teacher then ;, are reversed. The type of ,oles red to whatever ski 11 s the 
be ge:udent. This technique has the s 

read the next sentence and the 
questions that are asked can 
teacher desires to develop in 
been used successfully at 

Oka- Ramsey • An 

other techniques the teacher might us~, There are many H two factors are of prime d' o the student. owever, • jepen Ing n d. 1 eve 1 of the book the s tu dent Is jrnportance. 1. The_rea I~~ level· and 2. when in doubt d'ng must be at his rea 1ng , h 'f you ~a I 'th either the elementary reading teac er or, I b 
(3) ~ (F.P. Robinson, Effective Study, Harper & Row, 196]. check WI the reading teacher in the high school. lt has ee~l 

Also described in F.L. Christ, SR/SE Resource Book, Chicago, have one'. that the reading teacher in the elementary scho 
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1969, 35-40.) is a technique \rnY exper1en~:lified to discuss remedial reading problems th an 
that has been used for years to improve reading. When used is better q d'ng teachers. However, this is not always true, 
effectively it aids in developinb all of the skills mapping doq !~co~da~y ~ea 'often enough to warrant mention. 
but places a greater emphasis on developing reading purpose. 'but it is rue SQ3R is an abbreviation for 11survey 11

, 
11question 11

, 
11read 11

, "recite" and 11review. 11 Survey required reading over all of the bold face and italicized headings 1n a chapte~ and reading, if there is one, the summary and introduction. It serves to give the reader an overall picture of the material to be studied. Question means the formulating of questions which were suggested by the survey. This "sets" the student to look for specific answers while reading. 
Read refers to reading without under] ining or note taking. The student looks for the answers to the questions he formulated 1 during the question part of the technique. Recitation indicates outlining or, In any other manner, reciting the information contained in the selection while the book is closed. It is during recitation that the essential behavior is emitted. 
Review takes the form of checking the outline against the book or re-reading the chapter for errors of omission and commission. 

WRITING: 
d Writing is one of the most difficult problems for stu ents It is difficult due to one major factor. The ind teachers.. . . ood writing is very subjective. major factor is tha~ J~1~\~~mgMcDougal l gave in graduate school., I remember an examp e. b of the researchers, was sent h whichwaswr1tten yone . 11 At eme, f E 1 • h professors in various co eges out to a large number o ng Is The were asked to grade and universities across the c~untr~. nt ~nd grammatical structure;. these papers, both in ~e~~s ora~~: :nd grammatical alterations When they were returned e g d from F/F to A+/A+ with no were analyzed. The Tgrha ep~i~~n~: that quality writing, like core of agreement. e beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. 

(4) j d . d r to help his students What, then, can the teacher O in ore h 1 r needs 'd • . f Maslow's theory t at owe 
Reciprocal Questioning 1 (aside from a consi eration ° . eds will serve as motiva-
lA.V. Manzo, ''Improving Reading Comprehension Through ~st be satisfied b~fore_ th e hi~h~r ne_ ve their writing? 
Reciprocal Questioning," unpublished doctoral dissertation. tors, such as creating! i.e: wri~ing) __ 

1
:~r~ can be used as a 

Syracuse University, 1969. Also described in "Promising The first step to conside~ '.5 cri~eria halist is given below 
Possibilities for Improving Comprehension, 11 Journal of basis for judging good writing. ne s~c t'on To Children 
Rciading, 15, March, 1972, 418-419.) I (F.B. May, Teaching Langu~ge As Comm~n

9
~~a \ 74_175): ' Columbus, Charles E. Merri\ I, Inc., , This is a procedure that is used primarily to develop critical reading skill. It can be used either as a technique for individual tutoring or as a whole class technique. The procedure is as follows: 1. The student and teacher read silently the first sentence in the selection. 2. The student then asks the teacher questions on the content of that sentence. The student is told that he is to ask the type of question that he expects the teacher to ask him. The teacher answers the questions asked by the student, rewarding 11good11 questions with a statement to that effect and/or giving an extended answer. 
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1
\ 

• or subject in vivid, 
I 

]. Imagery - describing a situation 
colorful, specific language. 

2. 1 tact with the Naturalness - maintaining a persona. con reader; expressing one's individuality. 

3. . f h logies characters, Inventiveness- using res ana ' . lots or words· playing with homonyms, settings, P , ' d • all iteration, and other humorous ev1ces. 
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4. 

5. 

Insight - portraying human weaknesses and strengths 
by using satire, incongruity, philosophical general~ 
ization, realistic description and other devices. 

Sincerity - demonstrating keen interest or feeling 
regarding one's subject, characters or story. 

These four stages can be aided by the teacher by using the 
~]lowing sample techniques: 

1. Examine a familiar object as if seeing it for the first time. 
write or discuss the observations (preparation stage). 

6. 
!, Before deciding upon a writing topic, list as many ideas for 

Flexible style - avoiding monotony by changing sentenc topics as you can; defer judgment on the merits of the ideas 
length, sentence type and other elements of style. e~til a long list is created. Select one topic to write on 

7. 

8. 

Conciseness - expressing the essence of an idea or 
situation; avoiding words and details which detract 
from the impressions or main ideas to be conveyed. 

Clarity - avoiding pronouns with hazy referents, 
dang] ing participles, jargon or slang, mystic phrases 
and other habits of speech which cause confusion in 
readers. 

~reparation stage). 

J, Look at an object in the room. Describe it. Then, touch 
-the object, shake it, smell it, taste it (if the situation is 
'\sufficiently sanitary). Describe the object again. Discuss the 
aifference in the two descriptions (preparation stage). 

. List as many ways as possible for improving the chalkboard. 
oiscuss several of the ideas in a complimentary rather than a 
:ritical way (preparation stage). 

The above list contains criteria that the teacher can use 
in evaluating writing. It is not necessary that all of the ;. Make up "What If" problems (preparation stage). 
criteria be in one theme. For scientific writing, criteria that 
might be considered are numbers 2, 5, 7, and 8. In order to L Encourage students to commit themselves, in the presence of 
teach writing effectively both the teacher and the students rthers, to a definite product (focusing stage). 
must have a framework in which to operate. F. B. May (Ibid., 
196-200) suggests that the teacher, prior to assigning topics /. Write an essay expounding a theory based on observations 
help the students through the following stages: '1ade in the preparation stage (focusing stage). 

A. Preparation: This stage involves an open-minded observation a. Reward persistence through individual praise (executing stage). 
of the subject to be written about. It is a means of developing' 
~ m:mtal set whi7h (s relatively free of otas and capable of . j. Al low time each week for uninterrupted work on something the 
1ns1ghtful descr1pt1on rather than one which defines and ,tudent wants to do (executing stage). 
categorizes observations quickly into preconceived categories. 
This is the gathering-of-fa.cts stage. 

B. Focusing: This stage involves perceiving a solution to a 

11·10, Permit student to choose among several alternative ways of 
; communicating their work to others (communicating stage). 
i:. 
I 

problem, developing a procedure to follow to achieve an end ; In order to improve students' writing they should write a great 
product. Focusing also involves committing oneself to a partic~ deal; however, it is important they they be made aware, in a 
ular form, product, or procedure. ~ry specific and clear manner, of the criteria you will be 

judging them on. 
C. Executing: This is the blood, sweat, and tears stage. This 
is the actual writing or creating of the product. It also 
involves knowing when to quit. 

D. Communicating: This stage is, at times, very dramatic. It 
involves showing others what has been done. However, it is 
necessary in order to allow for positive reinforcement of the 
creative act. 
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TIME SCHEDULING: 
(R.W. Sampson, Problem Solvin Im rovement, A Pro ram for 
Self-instruction, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970. 

Of the major problems which confront students, time 
scheduling is central. This is true because even if the student 
can read and write, and is sufficiently goal oriented, he 
jwill have a great deal of trouble in college or life unless he 
~n order his responsibilities in an effective and efficient 
~nner. The fol lowing information and procedural suggestions 
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may aid the student toward improving his ski 11 in this importan 
area. The first step is: 

1. Note things to do. This step is usually quite simple. The 
student must each day make mental or written notes of appoint-
ments and assignments that he must do in the future. This ~ 

should be done whenever an occasion arises that indicates some
thing ought to be done later on in the day, month, or year. 
This step is not a formal scheduling, but a random scheduling 
of bits and pieces of his future. It does involve, however, 
making allowance for conflicting responsibilities and taking 
care of them before it is too late to do anything about them. 
For example, two dates on the same day, etc. 

2. This step is different from t e first in that the student 
must consider a particular unit of time; this summer, next 
month, tomorrow. This schedule can either be very general or 
very detailed. It may either be followed closely or loosely, 
depending upon the situation. However, it always retains its 
basic characteristic: it involves thinking about the entire 
sequence of time in question. It differs from step one in that 
ordering of activities is done,not just indicating that somethini 
must be done. 1 

Normally, when a period of time is scheduled, the student start 
with items already noted, appointments, commitments, and plans, 
He eliminates some, adds others, and comes up with a schedule 
that is in some kind of sequential order. Decisions must be 
made of higher-priority activities, and approximate time allot..,... 
ments made for the completion of these activities. Activities, 
of lesser priority may be scheduled in the remaining time. A 
scheduler must be careful not to make his schedule too detailed 
or rigid: good scheduling is st~iking a balance between rando~ 
ness and rigid sequence. / 

Procedures: 

Step One: 
Prepare a paragraph which contains a number of items to be 
scheduled for a month's time. Make sure that some of the items 
are conflicting and that the order of events as written is not 
given sequentially. The student, with calendar in hand, notes I 
on his calendar when these activities are to occur. The student 
should be made aware of: 

Obviously the student can't be at two places at once; therefore, 
he must mark on his calendar, sometime in advance of the two 
conflicting appointments, when he is going to try to resolve 
the conflict. 

J. Note everything of importance on the calendar. Don't assume 
that he can remember the one commitment that is extremely impor
tant. After a time, what may have seemed so important may not 
be, and thus may be forgotten. 

Step Two: 
The same type of paragraph should be prepared for the second 
step, only this time involving a daily or weekly plan. The 
student should be aware of his previously prepared calendar of 
fixed commitments and work his daily plan around them. In terms 
of the daily schedule, make sure the student plans for adequate, 
but real itic study time, as well as required and recreational 
activities. 

GOAL ORIENTATION: 

A major problem confronting students in the junior college, 
as elsewhere, is deciding on a vocation, be it a teacher, busines~
man, doctor, lawyer, tradesman, etc., and what value to place on 
such traditional institutions as church, family, marriage, gov
ernment, school, etc. 

The time that we are 1 iving in (touch of temprocentrism) is 
changing so rapidly and traditional values are being questioned 
so pointedly that anyone who is aware and thoughtful and who has 
not found his "truth" is very frustrated. Earlier in this article 
I mentioned Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Although Maslow isn't 
the last word, what he says has some relevance here. Basic needs 
of safety and security must be met before the higher needs of 
self-actualization and creativity can operate as motivators for 
achievement. Of all the factors that have been discussed so far, 
goal orientation is by far the most important. This is because 
it involves the basic structures of the individual and how he 
perceives the world 1nd himself as existentially involved in it. 
As teachers, our responsibility 1 ies in guiding students, and 
if we are realistic, we recognize that part of ourselves goes 
out to our students in the teaching act. Therefore, we must be 
honest with ourselves and recognize our limitations, our likes 
and dislikes, and for our students' sakes, the reasons why. 

1. Planning in advance when an assignment Is due. for example: 
A theme assignment is due May 5th. He should start working on 
the assignment sometime before it is due. 

We can only give to our students, in terms of goal orienta
tion, .what we ourselves have discovered about what is of value 
and our hopefully advanced ability to extrapolate to the futur~. 

! h! only procedural recommendation I can make in terms of goal 
if possible change them. Example:J1>r1entation :or ou; students is to b7 honest with them and accept• 
the same day and approximate time, ing of them tn -the, r quest for what is of value. We can refer 

2. Cancel some activities, or 
Two appointments are made for 
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them to people who are either qualified professionally to handle 
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these kinds of problems or to kindly and concerned people in 
~eneral. We help students to see the reality of a situation 
by telling but by asking. Let them decide, don't tell them. 
Above all, be honest, accepting and open. 

A SMALL REVOLUTION AT TWO HARBORS 
by ROBERT G. DENI SON 
Two Harbors High School 

I have attempted in this article to explain some of the 
major problems, as I see them, which confront the typical jun; ' 
college student. Several examples of techniques were given 

O 
or, I guess you would have to classify me as a very idealistic 

how an English teacher might help his students overcome some n perso~, a dreamy type who is constantly trying to reach perfec-

1f these difficulties prior to their entering college. ltion ~n terms of my teaching; and believe me, I was a frustrated 
jdeal 1st for my first years. Most people who get into teaching, 

. Many other problems also confront our students, i.e. note- jo: who got !nto teaching before it became a little more.fina~
tak1ng, study procedure, spelling, just to name a few. Howeve _ c1ally feastble for a young man or woman to do so, got into 1t 
t feel that if you concern yourself with the areas I discussedr',because they had an inherent desire to make their little portion 

above, a great deal of the frustration felt by the student can of the world better as, the result of their having been there. 
be eliminated and student growth and learning can be improved Obviously, some get into teaching because they can't or couldn't 
a great deal. think of anything else to do; but I guess I thought early in 

my col Jege career that I had something to offer the world in 
general and young people in particular.· 

Ronald Schmelzer is director of the Reading and Study 
Skills Center at Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College, 
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l As I said above, I was frustrated by a tight and inflexi.ble 
system of one-hour class periods, high-ceilfnged impersonal class
rooms with upwards of thirty students in a room, limited out-
dated materials, and administrators who knew 1 ittle, and in 
some cases cared little, about the problems of the individual 
teacher in the classroom. Relatively few administrators in 
those early six or seven years gave me much help in trying to 
develop a meaningful and relevant English program in those high 

- schools. I realize that it isn't just the fault of administra-
1 tion; it is the fault of highly theoretical and unrealistic 

1 
preparation at the college level for the problems of classroom 
teaching. It is also the fault of an educational system based 
on the regimentation of class procedures, teaching methods, 

r 

teaching loads, teaching hours, teaching materials, and in 
particular teaching philosophies. 

Very I ittle imagination has been discovered to inhere in 
public ed~cation here in A~erlca. We have a few outstanding 
teachers, yes--who have become effective despite the conditions. 
But a majority of America's teachers 'for years not only have been 

j underpaid and overworked, but they have been provided with (and 

1 
have asked for, in some cases) the kind of educational system 

, that meets the modern needs of a growing technological, futuristic 
thinking America. 

When I was invited to teach at Two Harbors, I leapt at the 
chance. Not only was it a part of the country of streams, lakes, 
and forests where I wanted to live, but also it was a school 
system with a reputation for forward-thinking administrators, 
and of course, above-average salaries. It took me about a year 
to get used to new terminology--mods of time, Independent Study 
Time, six-day cycles, SOUST (scheduling of unscheduled time), 
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and al 1 the new thinking associated with it. I was excited anthologies and toward cheaper and more current, relevant 
now beginning to think in terms of 
his needs. And we as a department 
in the school and community. 

paper
the about the new possibilities built into this flexible modular backs. More of us are 
began approach to scheduling, but I soon found that the English depart individual student and 

ment had really changed very 1 ittle from the old days. The j to make ourselves felt 
leaders in the department had not seen fit to try to change any 
of the curriculum, methods, materials, or even to adjust its , Not al 1 of these changes were exactly welcomed by many of 
class sizes and time schedules to take advantage of the potenti;1 the faculty, especially as many were moving away from an over
this new modular approach can provide. So there we were, stuck: emphasis in the English department, anyway, on grading for 
with the same old problems that plagued us in the traditionally I grading's sake, tests for tests' sake, toward a more realistic 
patterned schools--the same 1 imitations, the same frustrations. subjective evaluation of students through small-group work and 

, individualized instruction. Some faculty have challenged the 
Well, two of us newer, more "radical" breed of teachers I validity of Vander Zlel's approach to grading in his language 

were hired to replace teachers of the more traditional bent. A~ courses, which I '11 explain later in more detail. 
Vander Ziel, a free-thinking, outspoken exponent of non-graded' 
open schools came out of the Chicago school system; and Bob ' 
Denison, coming out of the Parkers Prairie school system, 
met fatefully in Two Harbors, Minnesota. We both showed an 
avid interest in making changes and getting the English program 
in step with the world, especially the world of modular schedule 
schools. Our type of thinking, merged with the open minds of 
three or four of the more 1 iberal-thinking teachers, brought 
about some vast changes in our English curriculum. 

For years the English department in Two Harbors had a poor 
reputation for effectiveness and competence. We were trying to 
change that, arid a lot of the more traditionally-based teaching 
types didn't care for all of the vibrations we were making. But 
students were actually beginning to 1 ike to attend English class! 
And we believe that the changes we have made have been mainly 

'j responsible for this. I could say that we were finally beginning 
I to fulfil 1 our accounting to these students. We were at least 
l on the road to meeting the realistic needs of Two Harbors students. 

Principal Gordon Klein, the main instigator (as he was call 
by some faculty and citizens in Two Harbors) of the modular I 
scheduling in the Two Harbors School, gave us the approval to 
go ahead and make whatever changes necessary to improve the 
program (within reason, of course, which is a favorite adminis
trative phrase). Three of us--C lyde Bi rkho I z, Independent Studr
Di rector and one of the more resourceful department members, Al; 
Vander Ziel, and I were given three weeks of a summer to develop\ 
a series of Learning Activity Packets to try to implement the 

1 

idea of individualized instruction that Mr. Klein had been 
pushing ever since he became ~rincipal of the system. ·Along 
with this, Al Vander Ziel worked on developing a pair of lang
uage programs entitled the "4-Minis in Language and Guaranteed 
English," motivationally-designed programs aimed primarily at 
the slower and less-ambitious students In the required English 
programs. 

In addition to the packet work, I proceeded to try to develo1 
some relevant, more imaginative 1 iterature studies that would 
become a part of the over-all series of electives that we wouli 
try to integrate into the school curriculum this past Fal I. 
~nglish is stil I a required subject; but we in the department 
felt that if we could remove the stigma of forced feeding of 
language and literary studies, many of our di sci pl ine and attiW 
problems would be solved. So this was the first step. 

Students began to have a choice in selecting their courses. 
The department as a whole began a trend away from hard-cover 
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believe you might be interested in a few specifics about 
some of the changes we have tried to institute in our English 
department. 

1. BASIC SKILLS - As described earlier, Vander Ziel, Birkholz, 
and I spent three weeks over the summer developing a series of 
Learning Activity Packets, complete with pre-tests, activities, 
and post-tests. These packets are intended to place the learning 
of the basic skills of reading, writing, listening, observing, 
researching, library ~se, language usage, and I iterary skills on 
an individualized basis. Our idea is to use these packets as 
a basis for a semester course for ninth graders, who would work 
through the packets on their own and within the 1 imited structure 
of the modular-scheduled classroom to discover whatever weaknesses 
they had indivudually so ihat they could be corrected at that 
point, instead of being glossed over in a larger classroom 
presentation by the teacher. 

By isolating the individual's problems at this point, we 
feel that we can solve them more quickly and effectively than by 
tepeating instruction in endless, mindless repetition throughout 
the high school years. If there should happen to be a student 
who does not successfully complete a packet at ninth grade level, 
or a high school student who shows a definite weakness in a 
basic ski] ls area, he can be referred to the Independent Study 
Director, who would guide the student through the packet on a 
self-pacing basis. Hopefully, this approach can eliminate the 
waste of time trying to teach these same skills from the ground 
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up in every year of high school, instead of simply reinforcing 
these skills within the bounds of their individual elective 
courses. 

~ this course was quantity at the expense of quality, and that 
/ander Ziel was "sabotaging" the grading system, that sacred 
aw of American education. We in the English department stuck 
ogether and tried to defend Al's approach as reasonable and 

It is obviously too early to tell just how effective this •o explain how and why this kind of course is needed. The battle 
program will be, but both teachers involved with teaching this ;till goes on! 
Basic Skills Course last semester are very encouraged and believe 
that they can reach the student's language and communications 
problems more quickly and accurately on an individualized basis 
than on a large- or lab-group basis. Both our seventh and 
eigth grade teachers, more traditionally based, concentrate on 
preparing the students in the basic grammar and writing skills 
necessary, and they tend to stay within the confines of the 
traditional classroom procedures, although both of them are 
beginning to see more value in the modular-schuduled approaches. 
It is true, however, that we in Two Harbors have found it more 
realistic to keep the younger, more immature student a 1 ittle 
more restricted and allow him less freedom than his high school 
counterpart, as he is not really ready to handle such freedom 
easily if he has come out of the self-contained classroom in 
grade school under the authoritarian teacher figure. We hope 
to bring these students gradually into the broader freedom of 
the modular-scheduled school. 

2. FOUR MINI 'SAND GUARANTEED ENGLISH - Another unique 
aspect of our English program at Two Harbors is the language 
program designed by the aforementioned Al Vander Ziel. During 
a summer, Al designed the Four Mini 's in Language and Guaranteed 
English which were,~ in effect, full-year courses, with the 
student able to take the Four Mini's on a semester basis. 

There would be eight different Mini-courses in all, with 
such titles as "Sticks and Stones may break my bones, but words 
wi 11 never hurt me11 ; "Who says I can't say ain't?" (a study 
in language usage); "Where does language come from?"; and 
"English Language Taboos" (a study of the backgrounds of the 
taboos of obscenity, profanity, and vulgarity in our language), 
to name just four. 

Al devised a little motivational game called 11Bid11 to 
integrate into this type of language course and in· his words, 
"to make English study fun." He devised the game along the 
1 ines of a similar program invented by Dr. Thorwald Esbensen 
at the University of Minnesota-Duluth. 

The Guaranteed English Course is designed for the student 
who has always hated English, and he cannot even get into the 
course if he has ever had a f_ or better in an English course. 

The problem with this course, as Vander Ziel put it, was 
that the A's and B's that these former D and F students began 
to get bothered some of the faculty, who felt-that the emphasis 
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3. OTHER ELECTIVES - We offer a THEATRE ARTS course that 
;its nicely into the curriculum, providing students with oppor
tunities for the study of drama as wel 1 as the practice of the 
Jasic skills of mimickry, pantomime, and voice control. Gwen 
~uld, Theatre Arts teacher, expressed this course's place in 

,~he flex-mod schedule: 

Theatre Arts fits into modular scheduling quite well. 
This year, we had a large group used for teacher pre
sentations and lab groups. It would be better to have 
small groups also, for more intimate acting experiences. 
I prefer small groups because you can give more 
attention to individuals. We use the lab more frequently 
because of the way the schedule was set up last year 
before I came. 

Two Harbors High School offers more to a student than 
any other high school I have been in contact with. 
believe in individualized instruction, placing the 
burden of responsibility not only on the instructors, 
but also on the students. Modular Scheduling takes a 
lot of the routine out of school because every day is 
not handled the same as the day before. This program 
has gained in popularity and student effectiveness 
throughout this year. 

I SPEEClt is required for a semester in ninth grade and a 
;emester in twelfth grade. Kathie Gaddie, a second-year teacher 
~ut of St. Scholastica in Duluth, believes ·that: 

Speech helps the student to be able to organize his 
ideas and relate them in an orderly fashion to the rest 
of the group. I prefer small groups, as students are 
wt 11 ing to 1 i.sten more closely in a more intimate 
situation. I feel the school program relates beautifully 
with my philosophy of teaching. The school program seems 
to push for creativity in the classroom. It encourages 
new and imaginative ideas. I never feel that I will be 
put down by the administration because of the things 
l,do in the classroom. 

CREATIVE WRITING is to the writing skills what speech and 
'ramatics are to the speaking skills--it provides the student 
ith almost unlimited opportunity to express himself imaginatively 
~ to develop his writing skills more thoroughly than in the 
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norm3l classroom situation. Winston Norby had fifty students 
in this one-semester class, and sayij: 

Without this course, those students who feel they 
have a desire to write would have little opportunity to 
do so under the guidance and suggestions of a trained 
instructor. Many of the students discover that they may 
have marketable talent in this area, and learn where 
the best markets for their material lie. 

This is the only English course (to my knowledge) 
that allows a student to work in whatever language 
medium best suits him, and allows him to be as 
creatively free of restraint as he wishes. Many 
students have mentioned that this is the first 
opportunity they've had to express themselves fully 
without fear of reprisal. 

I enjoy small-group instruction because it is the most 
efficient way to teach. Since our program makes 
small-group work possible, I like this aspect of it. 
H0wever, modular scheduling is no panacea. We have 
many problems (student scheduling and motivation to 
n me two) that could be solved by some changes in 
the program. 

MASS MEDIA, also taught by Norby, provides the student with 
the opportunity to study the ''conscious and subconscious effects 
produced by the mass media. Only in this way can the general 
public fight attempts to manipulate their actions and thinking 
by persons who control the media. 11 This relevant, course studies 
the film, TV, and radio in particular, concentrating with 
primarily large groups and small groups in the modular set-up. 
Lab groups are unrealistic for such courses where student 
expression is critical. 

JOURNALISM I and I I allow the student to work on his writing 
skills in a more precise and disciplined form than the creative 
writing course and relate quite nicely to the study of Mass 
Media and their effects on the pub] ic. 

I have been concentrating on the development of better 

5mall-group skills through the second semester Humanities 
classes in particular, as I believe that small-group or discus
sion-group work is the essence of a 1 iterature teacher's 
rationale for teaching or working with students in the 1 iterary 
arts. As most of you are no doubt aware, work with smal 1 
discussion groups is the very base of the flexible-modular 

iapproach to scheduling, as it al lows the teacher to use his 
own judgment in determining the length of period, size of class, 
types of materials, and type of location for the class. There
fore, the importance of a teacher's developing effective skills 
in small-group work, both for himself and his students, is 
crucial. 

Our problems in this school, however, especially in the 
social studies and English areas where discussion-group work 
is so important, are that, first, most teachers are ignorant 

'of the methods needed to handle effectively a small-group 
lsituation; and, secondly, many teachers are afraid or indifferent 
about trying to learn innovative approaches to improving their 
skills. The administration has made a limited attempt to 
introduce in-service and workshops in this area, but, since 
this type of teaching is relatively new to so many teachers 
conditioned to the "teacher-in-the-front-of-the-room" approach 
to classroom instruction, these various solutions to solving 
the problem are relatively ineffective. 

However, Al Vander Ziel again came to our rescue. This 
rinnovative man developed a Learning Activity Packet on small 

groups on his own time for both students and teachers. The 
Learning Activity Packet is a unique approach for anyone really 
interested in developing his skill in a small group, whether 

l
as a leader or a member. Principal Klein is at present using 
it in his Future Teachers Class. Previously, I had tried 
various small-group methods in my literature class, but found 

•• them relatively ineffective. But recently I have been working 
very seriously in my second semester Humanities classes, and 
have the kids interacting as never before, due to the result 
of working with Vander Ziel 's packet. Each student has a 
packet and is learning what to watch for and how to behave in 
a sma 11-group situation. 

My major role in this English department is to teach a During the first semester of the Humanities class, I 
variety of 1 i terature courses in order to develop further the concentrated primarily on the basic content of the course: the 
student's reading skills and broaden his avenues of understanding !study of music, art, philosophy, religion, and liter~ture. Most 
with regard to human behavior, thoughts, and appearances. We of the,small groups were of the teacher-centered variety, as I 
have already offered two semesters of Humanities, one a combin- didn't really know how to do anything else. We perhaps learned 
ation Readings in Human Behavior-Dissent Literature course, !content, which I guess was one of the major purposes of the 
one a Shakespeare-Shaw course. I am also offering a course in loou~se; bu~ I wasn't able to stimulate very mu~h ~ro~p int~r-
Poetry 3-D, a course studying the poem--past, present, and action until I began to study some of Vander Ziel s ideas 1n 
future. the packet. I believe now that I can really take advantage of 
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the modular system with the flexibility and freedom it encourag 
and have really been able to concentrate on developing some 
individual personal growth among my students. 

We in the Two Harbors English department feel we are 
accountable for developing the whole person, not only his basic 
skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking, but also 
the whole person, the character and personality. We want to 
effect a definite change in him for the better. We feel our 
over-all curriculum of elective couress, carefully spaced with 
required skil I areas alon~ with unique opportunities for 
Independent Study and individualized self-paced learning meets 

1 
the needs of our students. We also want to reach to the depths 1 
of a person--the slow student as well as the brighter student-
with courses running all the way from Guaranteed English to 
Shakespeare. And, hopefully, we can definitely account for a 
definite learning experience for all our students, with positi~, 
resultant communication skills in a burgeoning and rapidly I 
changing world. 

Bob Denison has taught at Hoffman and Parkers Prairie, 
Minnesota, and at Abercrombie, North Dakota, where he 

was the entire English department, grades 8-12, for two 

years.He has an M.A. from North Dakota State University. 
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YACHTING 
by WILLIAM D. ELLIOT 

Bemidji State College 

"beaten, deso I ate, reaching from the dead to be taken up 
they cry out, failing, failing! their cries rising 
in waves still as the skillful yachts pass over." 

William Carlos Wil Iiams 

The molded hulls 
As ocean pebbles rolled in, bloated 

converge in a burnt sea of faces; 
Blue-eyed sightseers consider the turns of the sea-hills 

which the small community children 
From Widow's Walk, through jagged rocks in the Bahamas 

and the Coral Trench, have searched daily. 
Lining rock shelves, the pale skulls 

mu~t sit 1 ike hoops, eyeless, wooden. 
For al 1 our reflection, all our endurance 

the yachts are above still, 
Reflect faintly on the rust of their sides 

barnacle destruction. 
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"SO M U CH SO B RI E TY": A PO EM 
by CURTIS TORGERSON 

Kellogg Junior High School, Rochester 

So much 
Sobriety: the old 
Plato 
Pursuing 
Amid the threatening 
Rubble of 
The. rabble 
Forms 
That would 
St i 11 
Sweat and 
Bleach blood 
Into marble 
Obedient 
To a master's 
Vis ion! 
So much 
Sense: the old 
Pusher, 
Two thousand years 
Of heads --
Hitler heads and 
Humanitarian heads. 
Der Fi.ih re r : 11 I 
Was, in my way 
The wild mi Id 
Goth in your 
01 ive grove. 
Your forms were 
My solutions. 
I was an 
Impure vessel 
But my intent 
Was pure. 11 
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A NOTE ON TEACHER EVALUATION: 
THE STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE 

by AL URBANSKI 
Winona State College 

An interesting question about student evaluation of in-
1structors is one that considers the bases by which students 
make their judgments of teaching worth. Eliminating the 
ftudents who consider factors other than the immediate emotion
'al reaction an instructor has on them, most generally react 
.to factors which are less than ·the primarily important one 
of "cultivating the mind. 11 The so cal led 11good11 or "great" 
instructor may be so in a way that has 1 ittle relation to his 
!purpose in c 1 ass, and the 11bad11 one may ac tua 11 y teach. 

-' If we assume that most teachers are "cultivators of 
.minds,11 and that they are well versed in their particular 
'fields, what further action do they take which causes students 
to make evaluations of 11great, 11 11fair, 11 or 11bad 117 

The instructor students describe as 11great 11 is very often 
a marvelous performer, aware of the 11audience. 11 If he happens 
ko be charming, witty, articulate, a clever rhetorician, in 
effect an attractive personality, he will generally teach 
to a full and applausive 11house. 11 These qualities are certain
ly not unacceptable ones, and definitely not irrelevant since 
they do aid in keeping interest, and that, most of us will 
agree, is an Important factor in teaching; but a distinguishing 
line must exist between the instructor who merely entertains 
an audience and one who, capable of keeping the students' 
interest with his personality, also fulfills that vague and 
Olympian task of cultivating minds. 

The composition class is one in which this "interesting" 
instructor, the one whose personality keeps the students alive, 
is especially importa"t, since most students seem to dread, 
to the extent of contracting mental nausea, these classes. 
Unlike courses in 1 iterature, in which the subject matter car-

•ries its own interest,the course in composition that aims to 
develop the student's skill in writing inevitably involves 
a great deal of drudgery as well as, potentially, danger to 
self-esteem. Thus, the instructor who approaches this usually 
captiye group only as an audience may., in his efforts to keep 
his students happy,fail in the basic purpose of the course. 

The mistaken notion which leads many to weight their judg~ 
1mnt of teaching ability in favor of performing is this idea 
of keeping the students happy. And happiness is such an 
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ephemeral value in the classroom that it should be 
relatively low on the 1 ist of instructional goals. 

Unfortunately, until some viable system is devised, 
which will certainly be a complex task, the performers who 
teach to audiences rather than to students will be heard and 
advanced and the less theatrical instructor, who nevertheless 
contributes to the learning process, and actually affects the 
mind, runs the risk of being overlooked. Realization that 
the "student-as-audience" effect plays a large part in some 
forms of teacher evaluation, and that the reaction of the audi1 is the cause of much magnification of teacher ••success" and, 
more importantly, can be the cause of destructive humiliation 
resulting in lessened teaching capacities of those who have 
not the theatrical talent, may lead to more equitable evaluatio, 
In any case, it is apparent that student applause must be 
considered not only for its direct effects, but also for 
the influence it may indirectly have on the teaching improve~ 
ment of the less 11successful . 11 The development of techniques 
for gauging the teaching effectiveness of the contemplative 
individual would make the current common process of evaluation 
by personality a more judicious one. 

Al Urbanski has been teaching English at Winona State 
College for the last five years. 
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